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Rarely are natural conditions constant, but generally biologists study microbes

in artificially constant environments in the laboratory. I relaxed these assumptions

of constant environments through time and space as I investigated how microbial

populations evolve. First, I examined how bacteriophage evolved in the presence of

permissive and nonpermissive hosts. I found that bacteriophage evolved discrimina-

tion in mixed environments as well as in one of two environments with homogeneous,

permissive hosts. This showed the asymmetry of host-shifting in viruses as well as

the possibility of large, and somewhat unpredictable, pleiotropic effects. Secondly, I

reconstructed ancestral environmental conditions for soil bacteria groups using phy-

logenetics and environmental variables of extant species’ habitats. These generaliza-

tions suggested characteristic phenotypes for several phylogenetic groups, including

uncultured Acidobacteria. Lastly, I collected genetic sequences and global collection

information for 65 bacteria genera across the domain. In examining the relation-

ship between genetic distance, environmental conditions, and geography, I observed

positive relationships specifically between genetic distance and geography or genetic
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distance and environmental conditions for bacteria from land sites but not from wa-

ter sites. Phylogenic classifications or phenotypes of the genera could not predict

these correlations. In all of these projects, variations in the environment created

evolutionary signals that hinted at past environments of microbial populations.
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Chapter 1

The Role of Asymmetric, Antagonistic Pleiotropy

in the Evolution of T7 Bacteriophage Host

Avoidance

1.1 Abstract

Nonproductive infections occur as viruses adsorb into incorrect tissue cells

of multicellular organisms; selection should disfavor these nonproductive infections,

as they decrease local virus populations. To investigate the effects of nonpermissive

hosts on virus evolution, we evolved T7 bacteriophage in the simultaneous presence of

K12 and B strains of Escherichia coli. Separate experiments examined T7 exposed to

both combinations of one permissive host strain and the other E. coli strain modified

to cause nonproductive infections. In both cases, T7 evolved to discriminate between

the two hosts through a decreased adsorption rate to the nonpermissive host. We

found the mutations responsible for this evolved discrimination. In one case, a muta-

tion limited further evolution to other combinations of permissive and nonpermissive

hosts; this same mutation evolved in T7 lines exposed to only permissive hosts, which

suggests that this mutation prevented infection in one strain while increasing fitness

in another. These results were asymmetric, as other T7 lines evolved with the oppo-

site strains of permissive and nonpermissive hosts did not exhibit reduced evolvability

or host range contraction in a homogenous, permissive host environment.
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1.2 Background

Host-extending mutations often cause emerging zoonotic viruses (e.g., Macken-

zie and Williams, 2009). Such mutated viruses with increased host range can continue

to infect the original host while exploiting the new host, while wild-type viruses can

replicate only in the original host. Therefore, selection favors increased host range if

there are no deleterious trade-offs for mutations that cause this host expansion. Be-

cause not all viruses are generalists with wide host ranges, there must be constraints

to viruses expanding their host range. Evolutionary forces must prevent the extension

of host range in the vast majority of viruses through fitness trade-offs or, as shown

in an in vitro system, through missed opportunities to infect more productive hosts

(Heineman et al., 2008).

The most reported trade-off to increased novel host adsorption is decreased

adsorption to the original host. Adsorption is mediated by one or two proteins on the

virus surface that interact with host cell receptors or the cell membrane. Most, but

not all, host range expansions in the laboratory are caused by mutations in the virus

capsid or tail fibers (Drexler et al., 1991; Truyen et al., 1996; Crill et al., 2000; Rainey

et al., 2003; Brault et al., 2004). For example, T2 phage grown on Escherichia coli

with a deleted OmpC T2 receptor evolved to use a different Omp-type receptor to

infect the bacteria. All amino acid changes occurred where the virus surface interacts

with the E. coli outer membrane proteins (Hashemolhosseini et al., 1994a).

A small number of amino acid substitutions on the virus surface can lead

to large changes in how the virus interacts with cell receptors. Ox2 phage with a

single amino acid change in the tail fiber protein lost attachment to the wild-type

receptor, OmpA protein, and gained attachment to a lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on

2



its host (Drexler et al., 1991). Between one and three substitutions in a virus capsid

have caused a shift in insect vector hosts (one substitution in Venezuelan equine

encephalitis, Brault et al. 2004), a shift in bacteria hosts (two or three substitutions

in φX174, Crill et al. 2000), an expansion into mammal species (one substitution in

an alpharetrovirus, Rainey et al. 2003), and a pandemic due to host range expansion

(two substitutions in canine parvovirus, Truyen et al. 1996; Parker and Parrish 1997).

Since single mutations can radically alter receptor binding affinities, conceiv-

ably there are few outer capsid substitutions that expand host range while maintain-

ing the original host receptor binding site. Trade-offs in binding efficiencies between

the original and novel hosts would prevent viruses from becoming generalists. These

trade-offs would be more severe for viruses that require attachment to multiple recep-

tors at the same time (Evans and Almond, 1998); additional receptors increase the

number of sites on host surface proteins that cannot change without decreasing orig-

inal host adsorption. φK1-5 phage evolved a solution to the requirement of multiple

binding sites: proteins from a gene duplication event in φK1-5 phage tail fibers are

incorporated into the virion, resulting in a virus that can bind to two separate hosts

(Scholl et al., 2001).

Internal protein mutations causing host range expansions are less frequently

reported. Mutations in a protein chaperone caused alternative folding of receptor

recognition sites in T4-like phage, allowing the phage to use alternative receptors

(Hashemolhosseini et al., 1994b); this nonstructural protein is not included in the

mature virion. It is unclear how often mutations to internal proteins affect host

range and if these mutations disrupt infection in the original host at a higher rate

than outer capsid mutations.

3



1.2.1 An Evolutionary Analysis of Viruses in Multiple Environments

How does evolution affect a virus switching from infecting its original host to

a novel host? Mutations arising in a new environment can be classified into seven

categories based on their effects on viral fitness in both the novel and the original

environment (Table 1.1). Three of these categories are expected to influence host

range dynamics rarely. That is, deleterious mutations in the new environment are

selected against and should not sweep through the population unless genetic drift

is a strong force. Mutations that are neutral in both environments have no fitness

consequence. Neutral mutations in the novel environment that are beneficial in the

original environment very rarely fix in a population if these mutations originate in the

novel environment; these mutations occur at the same low frequency of all beneficial

mutations and only fix through genetic drift or genetic hitchhiking. Answering why

such a mutation did not arise and fix in the original environment might necessitate

future investigations.

Original, Previous Environment

Novel, 
Current 

Environment

Beneficial Neutral Deleterious

Beneficial Generally 
Beneficial

Independent 
Adaptation

Antagonistic 
Pleiotropy

Neutral Rare; Mutation 
Accumulation Truly Neutral Mutation 

Accumulation

Deleterious Selected Against

Table 1.1: Categories of single mutation effects during environmental shifts
Mutational effects are classified in both environments as either beneficial, neutral, or
deleterious even though mutations range in a continuum from beneficial to deleterious.
Three of these categories, shown in gray, should not affect fitness in the population.
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Experimental evolution provides evolutionary biologists with evidence that the

other four categories of mutations influence evolution in a novel environment (Table

1.1, Elena and Lenski 2003): i) mutations beneficial in both environments; ii) inde-

pendent adaptation in which beneficial mutations in the novel, current environment

are neutral in the original environment; iii) antagonistic pleiotropy resulting from mu-

tations beneficial in the current environment yet deleterious the original environment;

and iv) mutation accumulation involving mutations fixing as neutral in the current en-

vironment but that are deleterious in the original environment. This analysis ignores

genetic hitchhiking of deleterious mutations alongside beneficial mutations.

Mutations Beneficial in Both Environments

There are few reports of adaptation to a novel environment increasing fitness

in the original environment. One exception found that φX174 phage improved fitness

after serial transfers in one of three LPS E. coli mutants while additionally increasing

fitness on the E. coli ancestor (Pepin et al., 2008). Novella et al. reported increases

in vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) fitness in insect cells and original host mammal

cells after serial transfers in insect cells (1999), although these fitness gains were less

than gains in alternating environments. Wild-type VSV naturally infects both insect

and mammal tissues, potentially changing this interpretation into a fluctuating envi-

ronment situation given the speed that previous phenotypes can be revisited (Novella

et al., 1995; Ebert, 1998). Because of the effects of outer capsid mutations (which

were previously discussed), viral mutations in these two experiments should be located

in nonstructural genes that do not affect adsorption. The lack of additional exam-

ples of generally beneficial mutations may stem from the customary pre-adaptation

of viruses to their original host before starting experimental evolution. This leads
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to a high fitness virus with low probability of additional beneficial mutations in the

starting environment.

Independent Adaptation

There are debates about mutations that are beneficial in the novel environment

yet neutral in the original environment. Some researchers conclude that if such muta-

tions exist, then they should fix rapidly in the population and remain fixed regardless

of the environment (Elena and Sanjuán, 2007). Such mutations have been described

in completely novel environments. Out of nine φ6 phage lines with expanded Pseu-

domonas sp. host ranges, two had single amino acid changes that prompted a host

range expansion and had no measurable fitness effect in the original Pseudomonas

sp. host (Duffy et al., 2006). These mutations were located in the primary gene

for attachment to the host cell, which argues against host range mutations in the

capsid always destroying original host binding sites. φX174 phage adapted to E.

coli increased fitness on this host and did not alter fitness on Salmonella sp. hosts;

however, researchers measured a fitness penalty on E. coli after the phage adapted

to Salmonella sp. (Crill et al., 2000). Researchers found similar patterns in VSV

evolved in two novel cell hosts. Viruses improved fitness on one new host while re-

taining fitness on the original host (Turner and Elena, 2000); fitness gains in the

second novel host correlated with decreased fitness on the original host. Viruses can

improve fitness to a small fraction of new environments without decreasing fitness in

the original environment. However, biologists are unable to predict which environ-

mental characteristics allow this set of mutations.

Antagonistic Pleiotropy

Experimental studies generally find that viruses serially transferred in a novel

6



environment gain fitness in this environment while simultaneously decreasing fitness

on the ancestral host (Crill et al., 2000; Turner and Elena, 2000; Duffy et al., 2006;

Agudelo-Romero et al., 2008; Heineman et al., 2008; Poullain et al., 2008). These

studies found antagonistic pleiotropy to be the most common category of mutations.

Three of the four experiments that investigated the genetic source of pleiotropy in viral

experimental evolution systems found mutations in genes responsible for viral attach-

ment and adsorption (Crill et al., 2000; Duffy et al., 2006; Heineman et al., 2008).

The remaining study found mutations in the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, a

protease, and transcriptional proteins in a plant potyvirus (Agudelo-Romero et al.,

2008). These different classes of genes affected by host range expansion might be

caused by differences between animal and plant viruses in host-to-host transmission,

attachment, and intercellular transmission.

Poullain et al. investigated how Pseudomonas sp. coevolves with φ2 phage,

with the bacteria evolving resistance to phage infection as the phage evolves to in-

fect resistant bacteria (2008). They found that as the phage increased its range of

susceptible bacteria, its fitness on these previously-resistant hosts decreased (Poullain

et al., 2008). This relationship allowed coexistence of specialist and generalist phages;

generalists phages were penalized with lower average fitness across hosts yet rewarded

with more susceptible hosts. Phages expanded their host range in a sequential manner

by stepwise addition of previously resistant hosts (Poullain et al., 2008). This sup-

ports a gene-to-gene model of coevolution between host and parasite, which—from

the parasite’s perspective—is a series of host range expanding, antagonistic pleiotropy

mutations.
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Mutation Accumulation

In addition to antagonistic pleiotropy, Kawecki proposed a penalty to general-

ists that was caused by a mutation fixing as a neutral mutation in a novel environment

but causing a deleterious effect in the original environment (1994). Even though the

large population sizes of viruses causes the fixation of neutral mutations to occur

at a low rate, the probability of such a mutation being deleterious in the original

environment is high because of the general nature of mutations (Wloch et al., 2001).

Neutral mutations in viral populations can fix in two ways. Even though viruses reach

a high titer within hosts, population sizes of viruses transmitting between hosts are

much smaller and thus create an opportunity for genetic drift (Moya et al., 2004).

Mutations can also fix through hitchhiking alongside beneficial mutations, especially

in viruses without recombination, which would separate these mutations (Domingo

et al., 1996).

While mutation accumulation may influence virus host ranges, there are few

laboratory examples to support this finding. A single study found that a synony-

mous mutation in VSV was neutral in the current, canine cell environment and was

deleterious in the alternate human cell environment (Remold et al., 2008).

1.2.2 Alternating Host Environments

Many viruses alternate between replication in two hosts; for example, ar-

boviruses replicate in insect vectors and mammals. Viruses also evolve in more than

one environment if they expand their host range. In experimental studies in which

viruses evolve in alternating environments, fitness in both environments increased to

nearly the same value as the fitness of viruses serially transferred in either of the

8



environments (Weaver et al., 1999; Turner and Elena, 2000; Cooper and Scott, 2001),

although fewer mutations fixed in an alternating environment (Weaver et al., 1999).

Elena argues that these results provide evidence that there exist a large number of

universally beneficial mutations that fix during serial transfers in alternating envi-

ronments (2002). However, independent adaptation could have caused these fitness

increases, as previously discussed. In addition, antagonistic pleiotropy can cause these

fitness increases if additional mutations compensate for deleterious mutations as the

virus enters the next environment. Yet phage switching from E. coli to Salmonella

sp. back-mutated beneficial mutations when grown again on host E. coli cells, which

suggests compensatory mutations might not be available to reverse the effects of

antagonistic pleiotropy (Crill et al., 2000). However, few studies have examined the

order of fixed mutations during evolution in constant and in alternating environments.

Although no study has specifically tested the presence of mutation accumulation in

alternating environments, selection within a second environment should favor back

mutations or compensatory mutations to counteract deleterious mutations that are

neutral in the first environment.

The evolution of viruses in fluctuating environments has shown how easily

viruses can reacquire prior phenotypes. A single transfer of VSV in hamster cells

restored neurovirulence in mice after neurovirulence was lost following ten months of

serial transfers in insect cells (Novella et al., 1995). Growth in a new host can create

attenuated viruses that generate immunity in the old host; however, such attenuated

viruses are prone to rapidly reverting to their pathogenic phenotype after growth in

their old host (reviewed in Ebert, 1998).
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Evolving viruses in vitro has allowed greater insight into how zoonotic viruses

may expand their host range in nature. These zoonotic viruses should have host range

mutations on their outer capsid surface or on receptor recognition sites, both of which

are reported in experimentally evolved viruses. Host range expansion should come at

a fitness cost on prior hosts due to antagonistic pleiotropy; this type of mutation is

more common—or at least more reported—compared to the other effects mutations

have in novel and original environments. However, alternating between novel and

original hosts can lead to fitness improvements in both environments. Alternating

selective environments can also lead to quick reversions to previous phenotypes by

unknown mechanisms. Without knowing the evolutionary conditions in which viruses

expand their host range, biologists remain a long way from predicting which host shifts

are possible and likely.

1.3 Introduction

The ability of the current H1N1 influenza virus to attach to and replicate in

deep lung tissues has caused concern among public health officials (Maines et al.,

2009). Virus tissue-range expansion can cause increased pathogenesis; for example,

the gastrointestinal polio virus causes paralysis through invading the central nervous

system. In both cases, infection of these tissues is nonproductive, as replication in

the deep lung or central nervous system is not conducive for inter-host transmission.

Similarly, influenza virions bind to brain, skeletal muscle, and liver tissues, although

none of these infections produce progeny virions (Davis et al., 2000). How do viruses

evolve discrimination to avoid nonproductive infections? What controls tissue range

and replication?
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Shifts in virus host range have been extensively investigated by the evolution-

ary biology community (for example, Truyen et al., 1996; Rainey et al., 2003; Brault

et al., 2004); tissue-range shifts differ from host-range shifts in that in tissues virions

are surrounded by large numbers of identical, nonpermissive cells. If any binding

exists between virions and cells, the cells can act as sponges by trapping free virus

and reducing the effective population. Virions that bind and enter a cell change ir-

reversibly in structure (Marsh and Helenius, 2006) and therefore lose the ability to

infect a different, permissive cell; mutations that prevent binding to nonproductive

cells should then be favored by natural selection.

The effects of host-range expansion, whether into novel tissues or novel organ-

isms, have been investigated more thoroughly than host-range contraction (Heineman

et al., 2008). Mutations that fix after the virus expands its host range can be classified

according to the effects in the novel environment and in the original environment. Mu-

tations that are beneficial in both environments are rare (Novella et al., 1999; Pepin

et al., 2008), as are mutations beneficial in the novel environment yet neutral in the

original environment (Crill et al., 2000; Turner and Elena, 2000; Duffy et al., 2006).

The most commonly reported class of mutations exhibits antagonistic pleiotropy—

mutations that are beneficial in the new environment yet deleterious in the original

environment (Crill et al., 2000; Turner and Elena, 2000; Duffy et al., 2006; Agudelo-

Romero et al., 2008; Heineman et al., 2008; Poullain et al., 2008). It is unclear what

the effect of such mutations will be: to decrease fitness in remaining hosts as an

evolutionary trade-off, to remain neutral, or to increase fitness in remaining hosts (as

expected in a reversion of an antagonistic pleiotropy mutation).
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To study the effects of concurrent host types, we used T7 bacteriophage (re-

ferred to as T7) to test how a virus population responds to nonpermissive hosts that

historically allowed productive infection. T7 is a lytic virus that kills its E. coli host

cell. It is used in experimental evolution because of its fast life cycle (ten to twenty

minutes for wild-type phage) and its relatively small and well-characterized genome

(Molineux, 1999). Additionally, T7 requires the E. coli protein thioredoxin for DNA

replication (Chamberlin, 1974); thioredoxin is not required for E. coli survival. Thus,

E. coli lacking the thioredoxin gene are nonpermissive hosts; no study has observed

T7 evolving around this limitation. We evolved T7 under a set of conditions with dif-

ferent strains of permissive and nonpermissive E. coli. These strains differ in surface

molecules that allow T7 to differentially adsorb to host cells (Wright et al., 1980; Mo-

lineux, 1999). After adsorption, T7 inserts its DNA and enzymes into the cell, making

infection irreversible. Therefore, adsorption to a nonpermissive host effectively kills

the phage.

Evolution in a mixture of permissive and nonpermissive hosts should select

for differentiation between these hosts, which would effectively decrease the host

range of the virus. Previous research with this system has shown that T7 adjusts

host adsorption rates to permissive and nonpermissive hosts as predicted by optimal

foraging theory (Heineman et al., 2008), although additional fitness effects of these

adjustments were not investigated. Evolving T7 in the presence of permissive and

nonpermissive host cells simulates the effects of evolution in high concentrations of

homogenous, unsuitable host tissue cells.
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1.4 Materials and Methods

Bacteriophage and Bacteria

We used wild-type T7 from JJ Bull’s laboratory for our adaptations. Permis-

sive host E. coli cells included IJ1133 [E. coli K-12∆lacX74 thi∆(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10]

(Garcia and Molineux, 1996), referred to here as K12 cells, and E. coli BL21, referred

to here as B cells. The wild-type T7 was pre-adapted to B cells. Nonpermissive host

E. coli lack the thioredoxin gene (trxA), which is required by T7 as a DNA polymerase

cofactor. Phage can attach and adsorb into nonpermissive hosts but cannot replicate

within the bacteria (Chamberline 1974). Nonpermissive hosts include E. coli IJ1517

trxA::Kn (JJ Bull, Personal Communication), referred to here as K12– cells, and E.

coli BL21 trxA:Kn (JJ Bull, Personal Communication), referred to here as B– cells.

Serial Transfers

We grew permissive bacteria cells from –80 ◦C Miller Luria-Bertani broth (LB,

10 g NaCl, 10 g Bacto tryptone, and 5 g Bacto yeast extract per liter) stocks in 9 ml

LB media for one hour in a 37 ◦C water bath shaking at 200 rpm in a 50 ml flask to

achieve 108 total cells. We grew nonpermissive bacteria cells from –80 ◦C LB stocks

in a total of 900 µl Miller LB media for one hour in a shaking, 37 ◦C water bath

in microcentrifuge tubes to achieve 5 x 109 total cells. To the microcentrifuge tube

containing the nonpermissive cells we added either 100 µl of phage from the previous

transfer or 100 µl of phage from the original lysate for the first transfer. Phage lines

without nonpermissive cells were added to 900 µl of LB in microcentrifuge tubes.

After ten minutes, we put the entire 1 ml contents of the microcentrifuge tube into

the flask containing permissive cells, thereby bringing the final volume to 10 ml, with

107 cells/ml permissive cells and 5 x 108 cells/ml nonpermissive cells if present. We
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added chloroform to stop phage growth after 25 minutes in the permissive cells.

We concurrently evolved duplicate phage lines using five different environ-

ments: B cells alone, K12 cells alone, a 1:1 mixture of B:K12 cells, a 1:50 mixture of

B:K12– cells, and a 1:50 mixture of K12:B– cells. The total concentration of permis-

sive cells was 107 cells/ml in all phage lines. The environment in which the phage

evolved is notated by subscripts; for example, phage evolved in permissive B cells and

nonpermissive K12 cells are referred to as T7B+/K12−.

Adsorption Rate

We added approximately 106 phage from a fresh lysate (less than 48 hours

old) into 108 cells/ml of log phase permissive cells in 10 ml of LB. After five minutes,

we spun down a sample to pellet the cells and the phage attached to cells in order

to measured the concentration of unadsorbed phage. We also measured the concen-

tration of all phage and the concentration of cells. We calculated the adsorption rate

using the equation

adsorption = [ln(pt) − ln(pu)]/(ct)

where pt is the total concentration of phage, pu is the concentration of unattached

phage, c is the concentration of cells, and t is time in minutes.

Sequencing

We isolated two plaques from each of the ten evolved phage lines after transfer

50 and transfer 100 and amplified their genomes between primers 34505F and 36534R

(numbering from Genbank accession AY264774) using 5 µl 10X polymerase buffer, 1

µl of each primer, 1.5 µl nucleotide mix, 1 µl polymerase, 38.5 µl sterile water, and

1 µl of phage. We used a PCR program of 94 ◦C for 2 minutes, 35 cycles of 94 ◦C
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denaturing for 30 seconds, 49 ◦C annealing for 30 seconds, and 72 ◦C extension for

2 minutes, followed by a 72 ◦C extension for 6 minutes. We sequenced gene 17 and

the first 52 codons of gene 17.5 using primers 35501F and 35600R and dideoxy chain

termination reactions at the DNA Sequencing Facility at The University of Texas at

Austin. Gene 17 codes for the tail fiber protein that directly interacts with the cell

receptor; previous studies find the vast majority of host-range mutations on tail fiber

genes (Drexler et al., 1991; Crill et al., 2000; Heineman et al., 2008), such as gene 17.

We additionally amplified regions in both T7K12+/B− lines after transfer 100 using

two similar PCR reactions, except using primers 18504F and 20179R, 23501F, and

29735R, 6 minutes extension time, and 10 minutes terminal extension time. We used

primers 18504F, 19000F, 19543F, 24018F, 24507F, 25001F, 25501F, 26001F, 26501F,

and 27004F to sequence genes 6.5, 6.7, 7.0, 7.3, 11, 12, 13P, and 14. These are all of

the genes known to be involved in cell attachment and adsorption (Molineux, 1999).

Phage Evolvability

We tested the evolvability of phage populations after transfer 50 and trans-

fer 100 by testing the populations using different nonpermissive cells. We tested

evolved T7K12+ and T7K12+/B− lines using B/K12– cells and tested evolved T7B+

and T7B+/K12− lines using K12/B– cells. We used the same serial transfer condi-

tions as above, starting with 108 phage. After three transfers, we plated 10 µl of the

resulting phage on K12 and B cells separately to test for phage extinction.

We adapted four lines of phage after transfer 100 to different permissive cells:

K12 cells for the two T7B+/K12− lines and B cells for the two T7K12+/B− lines. We

omitted the ten-minute incubation phase in microcentrifuge tubes, as there were no

nonpermissive cells for this portion of the serial transfers. After 20 transfers, we
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tested for phage extinction as previously discussed. We again tested the evolvability

of these transfer 100+20 evolved lines as previously discussed. For example, we

evolved T7K12+/B− for 100 transfers with K12/B– cells, then 20 transfers with B

cells, then three transfers with B/K12– cells to test evolvability. To prevent cross-line

contamination, we performed these transfers and evolvability testing separately for

phage lines evolved in different environments. Additionally, we sequenced two clones

from each T7B+/K12− line at transfer 100 + 20 after the evolvability tests using primer

35501F.

Additional Evolution and Sequencing

We used ratios of 1:10, 1:20, 1:30, and 1:50 of K12:B– cells in 10 ml of LB

using the same concentration of permissive cells as above. We grew the permissive

and nonpermissive cells concurrently in the same flask. We added 100 µl of phage

from the previous transfer, or 108 phage for the first transfer, to the flask. After 25

minutes, we stopped phage growth with chloroform. After 25 transfers, we sequenced

gene 17 and the first 52 codons of gene 17.5 of the phage populations as previously

described for each of these four evolved phage lines. We completed these transfers at

different times than other evolution experiments to prevent contamination between

evolved phage lines.

Mathematical Modeling

Previous models predict how adsorption rates should change in the presence of

more than one permissive host (Bull 2006). The original equation for multiple hosts

is

λ = −m+ k1C1(b1e
−L1(d+λ) − 1) + k2C2(b2e

−L2(d+λ) − 1)

where λ is the rate of phage growth, m is the death rate of phage, ki is the
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adsorption rate to host i, Ci is the concentration of host i, bi is the burst size of

phage on host i, Li is the lysis time on host i, and d is the rate of cell death for causes

not related to phage infection. Adsorption to a second, nonpermissive host removes

phage that adsorb to the nonpermissive host. This changes the equation to

λ = −m+ k1C1(b1e
−L1(d+λ) − 1) − k2C2

Assuming the phage death rate and the cell death rate are near zero, we

calculate

λ = k1C1(b1e
−L1λ − 1) − k2C2

As the titer of the phage lines remained somewhat constant during serial trans-

fers (data not shown), we estimate λ > 5.48 phage per hour, calculated from 100-fold

dilutions between 25 minute transfers. λ is probably much greater than this, as

this calculation does not take into account phage adsorbed during the ten minute,

nonpermissive incubation phase.

Statistics

We used the R statistics package to analyze our mathematical model and

for significance testing (R Development Core Team, 2009). Unless specified, all p-

values are from unpaired, two-sided Student’s t-tests with n ≥ 3. Four clear outlier

values that greatly exceed the theoretical maximum adsorption rate (Adams 1959)

were removed from the adsorption rate to K12 cells and from the adsorption rate to

B cells of the ancestral phage, as well as the adsorption rate to K12 cells for line

1 of T7K12+/B− at transfer 100. Removal of these four values resulted in normal

distributions that satisfy Student’s t-test assumptions.
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1.5 Results

1.5.1 Predictions of the Mathematical Model

We modified a two-host model to predict how phage change their adsorp-

tion rate in the simultaneous presence of permissive and nonpermissive hosts (Bull,

2006). Using estimated parameters from our experiment, we predicted the evolution

of decreased adsorption to nonpermissive cells to be highly favored, more so than

an equivalent increase in adsorption to permissive cells (Figure 1.1). As the phage

growth rate λ increased, the ratio of permissive cell adsorption to nonpermissive cell

adsorption decreased; only when λ was less than 1.2 phage per hour was this ratio

above one, thereby indicating an increase in adsorption to permissive cells was favored

over an equivalent decrease in adsorption to nonpermissive cells. This result became

more drastic as the ratio of permissive to nonpermissive cells decreased (Figure 1.1).

We assumed a lysis time of ten minutes in our analysis, but increasing lysis to 25

minutes (the maximum possible in our experiment) increased the slopes of the fitness

isoclines (Figure 1.1).

If mutations that increase or decrease adsorption are equally accessible, then

mutations decreasing adsorption to nonpermissive cells should fix first in a rapidly

growing population (λ > 1.2 phage per hour) under these experimental conditions.

This type of mutation increases the growth rate more than a mutation that increases

adsorption to permissive cells by the same amount. This agrees with previous phage

research examining broader host ranges at lower host density (and therefore a low

growth rate) (Guyader et al., 2008) and research applying optimal foraging theory

to phage (Heineman et al., 2008). The model also suggested discrimination would

evolve without adding phage to nonpermissive cells before adding permissive cells if
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Figure 1.1: Relationships between phage growth rate and host adsorption
Using our modification to the mathematical model of phage dynamics in Bull 2006,
we show the relationship between λ (the phage growth rate), the ratio of permissive
to nonpermissive cells, and the adsorption rate to both permissive and nonpermissive
cells. The dotted lines show equal adsorption rates to permissive and nonpermissive
cells. The solid gray lines are the growth rate isoclines that assume λ is constant.
Decreases in adsorption rate to nonpermissive cells were favored more than increases
in adsorption rate to permissive cells if the slope of the growth rate isocline were
steeper than this dotted line. As our evolution experiment estimated λ > 5.48 phage
per hour, we should find decreases in adsorption rate to nonpermissive cells favored.
These graphs assume a burst size of 70 phage, a lysis time of ten minutes, and 107

permissive cells per ml.
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we used a sufficiently low ratio of permissive to nonpermissive cells.

1.5.2 Evolution of Host Discrimination

Starting from B cell pre-adapted phage, we evolved four lines of T7 in a mixture

of 1:50 permissive hosts to nonpermissive hosts and six lines of T7 with only permissive

hosts. We noticed large, significant decreases in adsorption rates to nonpermissive

cells in all four phage lines evolved with nonpermissive cells—the two T7K12+/B− lines

transferred in a 1:50 ratio of permissive K12 cells to nonpermissive B cells and the

two T7B+/K12− lines transferred in a 1:50 ratio of permissive B cells to nonpermissive

K12 cells (Figure 1.2).

However, phage evolved in only permissive B cells displayed the opposite effect

in their adsorption to K12 cells. Both T7B+ lines significantly increased in adsorption

to K12 cells at transfer 50, with one line maintaining a higher adsorption at transfer

100 (Figure 1.2).

Phage evolved in only permissive K12 cells resembled the T7K12+/B− lines by

transfer 100; they significantly lowered their adsorption rate to B cells to the same

range as T7K12+/B− lines at transfer 100 (Figure 1.2). Moving back in time to transfer

50, only one line of T7K12+ decreased in adsorption to B cells (p = 0.032), in contrast

to the unchanged adsorption rates of the other three phage lines evolved on homoge-

nous, permissive hosts (Figure 1.2). To investigate this T7K12+ line, we compared

the adsorption rate of the entire population at transfer 50 with the adsorption rate

of two sequenced clones from the same line of T7K12+ at transfer 50. We found the

B cell adsorption rate of the two clones (mean 6.9 x 10−9, s.d. 1.12 x 10−9 and mean
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Figure 1.2: Adsorption rate to hosts at transfer 50 and transfer 100
The top row of graphs shows the adsorption rate to E. coli B cells of ten evolved phage
lines at transfer 50 and transfer 100, while the bottom row shows the adsorption
rate to E. coli K12 cells of the same phage lines. In each, the adsorption rate of
the ancestral T7 phage after pre-adaption to B cells is indicated by a dotted line.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. One and two stars indicate significant
differences in adsorption rate compared to the ancestor with p-values < 0.05 and <
0.005 respectively using unpaired, two-sided Student’s t-tests.
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7.6 x 10−9, s.d. 1.39 x 10−9) do not significantly differ from either the ancestor (p

= 0.72 and p = 0.35 for each respective clone) or from the population at transfer 50

(p = 0.094 and p = 0.055). These results show the clones have an equivalent B cell

adsorption rate to the ancestor and suggest a higher adsorption rate for the clones

compared to the entire population. Both clones have a significantly higher B cell

adsorption rate than the T7K12+ population at transfer 100 (p = 4.7 x 10−4 and p =

8.8 x 10−4).

During these transfers, several lines of phage grown with permissive B cells

decreased their adsorption to these B cells (Figure 1.2). This includes both lines of

T7B+/K12− at transfer 100 (p = 1.3 x 10−4, p = 8.5 x 10−3), both lines of T7B+/K12+

at transfer 50 (p = 0.012, p = 0.015), and one line of T7B+ at transfer 100 (p =

0.037).

1.5.3 Genetic Changes

To locate mutations responsible for these changes in adsorption rates, we se-

quenced the T7 phage tail fiber gene 17 in two random clones from transfer 50 and

transfer 100 of each line. At transfer 50, we found identical Thr118Ala mutations

in both T7K12+/B− lines, and two separate mutations (Gly469Ser and Val544Ala) in

the two T7B+/K12− lines (Table 1.2). No mutations occurred in gene 17 for T7 phage

evolved in a permissive-only environment (T7K12+, T7B+, or T7B+/K12+) by transfer

50.
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Gene 17

Amino Acid 
Position

K12+/B- B+/K12-
Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2

118 Thr->Ala
479 Gly->Ser
544 Val->Ala

Zero Clones

One Clone

Two Clones

Table 1.2: Amino acid changes at transfer 50
The table shows mutations present in either one or both sequenced clones at transfer
50 for gene 17. We found no mutations in the T7K12+, T7B+, or T7K12+/B+ lines
or in the first 52 amino acids of gene 17.5 for any phage lines. We also found no
mutations for T7B+/K12− in gene 17 or in genes 6.5, 6.7, 7.0, 7.3, 11, 12, 13P, 14,
and 17 for T7K12+/B−.

At transfer 100, we found the same Thr118Ala mutation in all four lines evolved

in permissive K12 cells with no permissive B cells present (T7K12+ and T7K12+/B−)

(Table 1.3). As this mutation correlates with decreases in adsorption rate to B cells,

we sequenced genes associated with adsorption in the same clones from T7K12+/B−

lines at transfer 100. We found no mutations after sequencing genes 6.5, 6.7, 7, 7.3,

11, 12, 13P, or 14.

Each clone from T7B+/K12− lines at transfer 100 had an additional mutation

in gene 17 compared to clones at transfer 50 (Table 1.3). We found no mutations in

T7B+ or T7B+/K12+ lines in gene 17 at transfer 100. Many phage lines at transfer 100

had additional mutations in gene 17.5 (Table 1.3), which codes for holin production

used in cell lysis (Young, 1992; Molineux, 1999).

1.5.4 Evolvability

We tested growth of the evolved phage in the presence of nonpermissive cells

that were historically permissive for each phage line (Figure 1.3). For example, we
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Gene 17

Gene 17.5

Amino Acid 
Position

K12+ K12+/B- B+ B+/K12- B+/K12+
Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2

118 Thr->Ala
479 Gly->Ser
540 Asp->His
540 Asp->Asn
544 Val->Ala
546 Asn->His

24 Val->Ala
32 Leu->Val
32 Leu->Ser

Zero Clones

One Clone

Two Clones

Table 1.3: Amino acid changes at transfer 100
The table shows mutations present in either one or both sequenced clones at transfer
100 for the two independent lines in each phage environment. We sequenced all of
gene 17 and the first 52 amino acids of gene 17.5.

tested T7K12+ and T7K12+/B− lines in a B/K12– environment. In phage evolved

without nonpermissive cells, the two T7B+ lines maintained their ability to grow in a

K12/B– environment, while one T7K12+ line grew weakly in B/K12– cells. The other

T7K12+ line were unable to grow in such an environment by transfer 100 (Figure 1.3).

Phage lines evolved with nonpermissive cells revealed that they cannot grow

in such environments after transfer 50 (for both T7K12+/B− lines and one T7B+/K12−

line) or after transfer 100 for the remaining T7B+/K12− line (Figure 1.3). To test if

this phenotype is caused by a complete inability to adsorb to these newly permissive

cells, we evolved these four lines for twenty transfers using only permissive cells of

the opposite strain type previously used for 100 transfers (Figure 1.3). All four lines

successfully grew in this new, permissive-only environment for twenty transfers. We

tested the growth of the resulting transfer 100+20 lines in the same environment

used to test transfer 50 and transfer 100 phage. Such T7 originally evolved in a
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50 Transfers 50 Transfers 20 Transfers

3 Transfers 3 Transfers3 Transfers

No Growth No Growth Growth

Population at Transfer 
100 + 20 Transfers in 

Permissive Environment
Population at 
Transfer 50

Population at 
Transfer 100

K12+
Line 1

Not Tested
Line 2

K12+/B-
Line 1

Line 2

B+
Line 1

Not Tested
Line 2

B+/K12-
Line 1

Line 2

No GrowthNo Growth

Severely Reduced Growth (Titer less than 2 p.f.u. / Severely Reduced Growth (Titer less than 2 p.f.u. / Severely Reduced Growth (Titer less than 2 p.f.u. / Severely Reduced Growth (Titer less than 2 p.f.u. / l)

Growth

Figure 1.3: Growth of phage populations in alternative environments
We challenged T7 lines in an environment that demanded a phenotype that was histor-
ically selected against. We first evolved phage lines for 50 transfers in a 1:50 mixture
of permissive hosts (plus signs above) to nonpermissive hosts (minus signs above) of
two different strains (black or white cells above). We then tested growth of these lines
after three transfers in an environment with the strains reversed (B/K12– cells for
T7K12+/B− and T7K12+ lines, and in K12/B– cells for T7B+/K12− and T7B+ lines).
We repeated this three transfers process after an additional 50 transfers. We evolved
the phage populations for an additional twenty transfers using only permissive cells (B
cells for T7K12+/B− and K12 cells for T7B+/K12−). We tested growth of these phage
after three transfers in this reversed environment (B/K12– cells for T7K12+/B− lines
and K12/B– cells for T7B+/K12− lines). We recorded growth as the number of plaque
forming units (p.f.u.) in 10 µl, with most tests containing too many p.f.u. to count.
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B/K12– environment were then able to grow in a K12/B– environment, but such T7

evolved in a K12/B– environment were unable to grow in the analogous environment

(Figure 1.3). Sequences from two clones of both transfer 100+20 T7B+/K12− lines

after evolvability testing showed reversion of all five mutations in gene 17 that were

present at transfer 100 (Table 1.3). The only novel mutations were Asn546Lys in

both clones from a single T7B+/K12− line.

1.6 Discussion

Attaching to a nonpermissive host effectively kills the phage, as the virus loses

the opportunity to infect a permissive cell. As a result, phage lines adapted in both

nonpermissive and permissive cells should quickly evolve decreased adsorption to non-

permissive cells. Our simple mathematical model of phage evolution in the presence

of nonpermissive and permissive hosts predicted evolution of decreased adsorption to

nonpermissive hosts, as opposed to increased adsorption to permissive hosts (Figure

1.1). We found such results; by transfer 50, T7K12+/B− and T7B+/K12− lines decreased

their adsorption rate to each lines’ respective nonpermissive cells while maintaining

a higher adsorption to permissive cells (Figure 1.2). Heineman et al. previously

found similar discrimination against nonpermissive hosts at a 1:20 permissive-host–

to–nonpermissive-host ratio using the same experimental evolution system (2008).

The decrease in adsorption rate occurred by transfer 50, which is the earliest point

we surveyed adsorption rates.

A similar decrease in adsorption to B cells occurred in T7K12+ lines by transfer

100 (Figure 1.2). This is quite surprising, as these lines never encountered selection to

decrease B cell adsorption. Examining mutations in all genes related to adsorption,
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we found only a gene 17 Thr118Ala mutation in both lines of T7K12+ at transfer 100

(Table 1.3). This was the same single mutation we found in both T7K12+/B− lines

at transfer 50 (Table 1.2) and transfer 100 (Table 1.3). This provides strong support

that this mutation caused reduced adsorption to B cells. Four separate T7 phage

lines evolved in varying ratios of K12:B– cells contained the Thr118Ala mutation

by transfer 20 (data not shown), and site-directed mutagenesis confirmed that this

mutation is responsible for reduced B cell adsorption (Heineman et al., 2008).

Why did this mutation occur in T7K12+ lines with no selective pressure to

decrease adsorption to B cells? Pleiotropy is the most likely explanation. The

same Thr118Ala mutation present in the T7K12+ lines occurred in two other studies

adapting T7 to K12 cells (Heineman et al., 2005; Springman et al., 2005), suggesting

that this mutation improves T7 growth on K12 hosts. Thr118Ala occurred in both

T7K12+/B− lines by transfer 50 compared to transfer 100 in both T7K12+ lines. This

suggests, although not conclusively, that the selection coefficient for improved growth

on K12 hosts was lower than the selection coefficient for B cell avoidance in the

K12/B– environment; this Thr118Ala mutation should have appeared early in both

populations, as it appeared by transfer 20 in four T7 populations grown in various

ratios of K12:B– cells. Although fitness assays are necessary to prove the difference

in selection coefficients, we hypothesize that this mutation rose to a high frequency

in T7K12+ lines because of its associated fitness increase. However, pleiotropy with

this mutation also decreased these lines’ adsorption rates to B cells.

The Thr118Ala mutation acted with antagonistic pleiotropy similar to tradi-

tional host-range expansion–mutations; Thr118Ala was deleterious in B cell environ-

ments yet beneficial in K12 cell environments. However, the details of this interaction
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were reversed compared to host range expansion—instead of a fitness cost to range

expansion, there is a fitness boost to range contraction. Previous experiments fo-

cused on viruses expanding their host range, with mutations that increase host range

having deleterious effects on the original host through antagonistic pleiotropy (Crill

et al., 2000; Turner and Elena, 2000; Duffy et al., 2006; Agudelo-Romero et al., 2008;

Heineman et al., 2008; Poullain et al., 2008). Host-limiting mutations may be quite

frequent if there is no selection for broad host ranges; because of the drastic effects of

mutations in the capsid (for example Drexler et al., 1991; Rainey et al., 2003; Brault

et al., 2004), a single mutation can destroy the binding site for an alternative host.

In contrast to a single mutation causing two phenotypes in phage evolved in

K12 hosts, phage evolved with permissive B hosts did not exhibit any antagonistic

pleiotropy. Two separate mutations were linked to decreased adsorption to K12 cells

(Table 1.2), but neither of these mutations occurred in the T7B+ lines. This suggests

an asymmetry between phage evolving in permissive B host environments and phage

evolving in analogous K12 host environments; T7B+ lines generally increase in ad-

sorption to K12 cells, while T7K12+ lines greatly decreased their adsorption to B cells

by transfer 100 (Figure 1.2).

We further investigated whether this asymmetry had an impact on future

evolutionary potential by testing the phage lines in novel environments. These en-

vironments selected for a phenotype that was historically selected against—a high

adsorption rate to permissive cells that were historically nonpermissive. T7B+ lines

were able to grow in this new environment, as were T7B+/K12− lines after a twenty-

transfer training on K12 cells (Figure 1.3). This is in contrast to the complete inability

of T7K12+/B− to grow in the analogous novel B cell environment; in addition, both
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T7K12+ lines did not grow as easily in the novel environment as T7B+ lines. This

provides evidence that the Thr118Ala mutation in T7K12+/B− and T7K12+ causes

reduced evolvability into new environments (Figure 1.3).

This evolvability was most likely linked to replication rates instead of to the

specific genetic background of these phage. T7B+/K12− lines after transfer 100 +

20 and evolvability testing reverted to the ancestral gene 17 sequence, with one line

having an additional, novel mutation. These lines reverted these mutations while

replicating in the novel environments, compared to the T7K12+/B− lines that were

potentially unable to replicate enough after transfer 100 + 20 to revert their residue

118 mutation before extinction.

The general decrease in adsorption rate to B cells in phage evolved with per-

missive B cells is puzzling (Figure 1.2). We do not believe this decrease in adsorption

to B cells is caused by antagonistic pleiotropy, as other lines evolved in permissive

B cells, T7B+ and T7B+/K12+, also decreased their adsorption to B cells (Figure

1.2). One possible explanation for the significant decreases in one T7B+ line, both

T7B+/K12− lines, and both T7B+/K12+ line is the high ancestral adsorption rate to

B cells. The possible adsorption rates measured in T7 phage ranges from 10−8 to

10−11 (Adams, 1959); 10−8 is near the limit of phage adsorption, as every encounter

between phage and host cells would result in infection. The ancestral adsorption rate

to B cells, 9.01 x 10−9, is close to this value because of pre-adapting the ancestor to

B cells; therefore, mutations are more likely to decrease the adsorption rate than to

increase it.

Another unexpected result was the mutations in the first 52 amino acid residues

of gene 17.5 in all phage lines except one T7B+/K12− line (Table 1.3); gene 17.5 codes
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for the holin protein that breaks down the host’s cell membrane (Young, 1992; Mo-

lineux, 1999). Heineman et al. also found mutations in gene 17.5 after selection on

lysis time of T7 phage (2007). Although we did not intend to select on lysis time,

transfer lengths remained constant at 25 minutes for the duration of the experiment,

and any remaining cells were lysed with chloroform. Perhaps these conditions se-

lected for maximum production of phage and for a minimum of incomplete virions

in 25 minutes. As these mutations in gene 17.5 were not correlated with our mea-

sured phenotypes or selective environments, there is no evidence to suggest that these

mutations influenced adsorption rates or were host-cell specific.

Previous research suggests host-range expansion of SBW25φ2 occurs only with

intermediate amounts of original hosts compared to novel hosts (Benmayor et al.,

2009). If there are too few original hosts (given by Benmayor et al. 2009 as 0 to 0.01%),

then mutations controlling host expansion do not readily appear in the population. If

there are too many original hosts, then there is no selection for host expansion if we

assume lower fitness in the expanded host. Our experiment had 0.02% original hosts

in the K12/B– environment, and within 50 transfers the phage population generated

a single mutation, Thr118Ala, that controls host range. This same mutation arose

in eight independent T7 lineages evolved with K12 cells (four lines referred to in

Table 1.3 and four supplemental experiments modifying the ratio of K12:B– cells),

which suggests that this mutation is not a rare event. Therefore, if we started with a

discriminating phage containing Thr118Ala in a mixed permissive host environment,

then we would expect rapid host-range expansion to both hosts. We propose that

an original host frequency threshold must involve the specific genetic details of host-

range expansion, including how many independent mutations are necessary and any

pleiotropic fitness effects of these mutations. One mutation is enough to expand and
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contract host range in our ancestral T7 phage, while the number of required mutations

for host-range expansion remains unknown for SBW25φ2 (Benmayor et al., 2009).

Our experiments have three implications in the evolution of viral tissue tropism.

First, viruses can evolve discrimination as quickly as a single mutation, as with our

phage lines (Table 1.2, Figure 1.2); host-range contraction can be a pleiotropic effect

of fitness increases, as shown in T7K12+ lines. As successful infection relies on both

adsorption and intracellular virus production (Davis et al., 2000), can viruses evolve

expansions to their tissue-host repertoire as easily as contractions? Second, future

evolution of discrimination may depend on past history, as seen in T7K12+/B− lines

struggling to replicate in a novel environment (Figure 1.3). Third, our study system

revealed asymmetry in how viruses evolve to hosts; T7B+ does not evolve discrimi-

nation like T7K12+ (Figure 1.2)does, and T7B+/K12− does not have the same level of

evolvability as T7K12+/B− (Figure 1.3) has. This asymmetry and potential reliance on

past mutations present a challenge to attempts to decipher how viruses evolve tissue

tropism. Additional research exploring how viruses evolve to concurrent host types,

whether permissive or not, will bring us closer to understanding this process.
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Chapter 2

A Phylogenetic Approach to Determine Influential

Environmental Factors in Bacteria Soil

Communities

2.1 Abstract

Community assembly is determined by the potential species pool, the migra-

tion rate of these species into the community, and selection within the environment.

Microbial ecologists largely focus on environmental selection because of the assump-

tion that microbes of all taxa can easily migrate large distances, which results in

a global species pool. Yet, the lack of fine-scale microbial abundance data in vivo

and the inability to test environmental responses of uncultured species in vitro limit

our understanding of environmental selection. We analyzed how soil microbial taxa

are distributed spatially and environmentally in a phylogenetic context. We inferred

ancestral environmental conditions within phyla and determined environmental vari-

ables that are likely to have had an impact on the evolution of these phyla. Our re-

sults suggested phenotypes for several uncultured Acidobacteria groups and confirmed

temperature as an environmental driver for Actinobacteria. Environmental variables

played a larger role than geographic variables, which supports a patch-dynamics or

species-sorting metacommunity paradigm; β-proteobacteria were an important ex-

ception, possibly because of their close relationship with specific plant families. This

technique of analyzing taxa by environment can operate on any sufficiently large
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dataset that contains known environmental characteristics, and the power of ances-

tral environment reconstruction will grow as more microbial community genetic data

become available.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Differences Between Microbial Ecology and Macroecology

It is tempting to create strict analogs between macroecology concepts and mi-

crobial ecology concepts when describing microbial communities. Before such analogs

can be made, we need to consider fundamental differences between the two disciplines

in terms of their individual dynamics, the information available in each field, and how

basic units of macroevolution diverge (whether these units are species, ecotypes, or

operational taxonomic units). After acknowledging these differences and their impli-

cations, microbial ecology can draw parallels to how macroecology describes temporal

and spatial changes in communities.

Bacterial food webs are highly tangled, as organisms do not eat each other but

instead eat each other’s chemical waste products through cross-feeding (DeRito et al.,

2005; Okabe et al., 2005). With the exception of two families, Cytophagaceae and

Bdellovibrionaceae, there are to date no known bacteria that prey on other bacteria.

Protist predators discriminate bacteria prey based on a size range and not on specific

bacteria species (Pernthaler et al., 1997; Suzuki, 1999). This diminishes prey-predator

dynamics and the relative role of predation in nutrient transfers between organisms,

which is a key difference between the two ecological scales. Instead, bacteriophages

play a large role in nutrient cycling. Infections cause lysed hosts to release dissolved

organic matter that other bacteria use as nutrients (Middelboe et al., 1996, 2003).
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Bacterial food webs then contain the cycling of nutrients from bacteria to dissolved

organic matter, which makes trophic levels in microbial ecology systems unclear com-

pared to trophic levels in traditional macroecology systems. This cycling of nutrients

has unexplored effects on energy dynamics in communities, especially because bacte-

riophage target specific prey species. The effects of prey-predator relationships and

nutrient cycling need to be re-investigated in microbial contexts to examine how they

differ from traditional ecology.

Microbial ecology relies on molecular techniques to survey which species are

present in communities (Ward, 2004; Suzumura, 2005; Zhang and Xu, 2008). These

techniques give in-depth sequence or lipid information for the entire community that

can be compared with large databases. While macroecologists would love to have this

abundance of community-level data, these techniques do not yield population-level

data, such as population size and phenotypes of single species. Without isolating

monocultures of bacteria, it is extremely difficult to test for specific phenotypes, to

determine colonization rates, or to track individual genotypes dispersing into a habitat

containing the same species. This information is necessary to estimate the impact of

dispersal and environmental selection on communities.

The differentiation between populations and communities relies on a clear

species definition, which is debated in microbiology. This problem centers around gene

flow, which is minimal between animal species and extremely infrequent between plant

species. Bacteria exchange genes between species through horizontal gene transfer,

although the frequency and recipient species range widely (Gogarten et al., 2002).

As a new species enters a community, horizontal gene transfer can prevent its genes

from being locked into that species. The impact of cross-species genetic transfer
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on community ecology is unknown because it is a rare event in macroecology; how

important are population dynamics when there is genetic transfer between different

species’ populations within a community?

2.2.2 Microbial Metacommunities

Despite the differences between microbial ecology and macroecology, both

worlds have the same central assumptions about community assembly: communities

are assembled through dispersal and colonization into either existing communities or

newly extinct patches. Four descriptions of metacommunities summarize the effect

these assumptions have on communities (summarized in Figure 2.1, Leibold et al.,

2004). Microbiologists have started to place protist and prokaryotic communities into

these four paradigms even with limitations on the availability of population data.

Bass et al. examined fast-evolving ITS1 rDNA from three clades of protists

that were collected globally (2007). They found two distinct patterns: global, identi-

cal ITS1 sequences that were collected from both marine and freshwater environments

and other ITS1 sequences that were found only in Australian freshwater samples. The

former pattern indicates that some protist clades are immune to species sorting and

can grow in a large range of environments; patch dynamics and rates of dispersal

might be more important than environmental selection. The latter pattern of protist

ITS1 sequences suggests the opposite viewpoint—the population is only present in

freshwater and may have dispersal limited to within Australia. This would support

both species sorting and patch dynamics community assembly processes. However,

the appearance of dispersal-limited clades might have been affected by limited sample

sizes and locations.
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Metacommunity Paradigms
Patch 

Dynamics
Species 
Sorting Mass Effects Neutral Theory

Microbial 
Biogeography 
Concept

Moderate 
Endemicity

Environmental 
Selection Mass Effects Cosmopolitanism

Factors 
Determining 
Community 
Diversity

Dispersal into 
recently extinct 
patches

Intrapatch 
competition

Local 
environmental 
conditions

Dispersal from 
source patches

Dispersal to sink 
patches

Random gain and 
loss of ecologically 
equivalent species

Assumptions

Trade-off between 
intrapatch 
competition and 
colonization of 
patches

All patches are 
identical and 
experience local 
extinction

Limited dispersal

Different patch 
types

Trade-off between 
specialization in 
different patch 
types

Global dispersal

Different patch 
types

Trade-off between 
specialization in 
different patch 
types

Global dispersal

All patches are 
identical

Global dispersal

Evidence in 
Microbes

Thermophilic 
cyanobacteria 
(Papke et al. 2003)

Thermophilic 
archaea 
(Whitaker et al. 
2003)

Single-celled 
eukaryotes 
(Foissner 2006, 
Bass et al. 2007)

Oceanic sponges 
(Taylor et al. 2005)

Soils (Fierer and 
Jackson 2006)

European 
freshwater 
(van der Gucht et 
al. 2007)

Oceanic estuary 
(Crump et al. 
2004)

Freshwater lakes 
(Lindström and 
Bergström 2004)

Arctic lakes 
(Crump et al. 
2007)

Aquatic protists
(Fenchel and 
Finlay 2004)

Ammonia-
oxidizing bacteria 
and in freshwater
(Sloan et al. 2006)

Ocean 
cyanobacteria 
(Martiny et al. 
2009)

Table 2.1: Metacommunity paradigms and microbial biogeography concepts
Microbial ecology has developed four hypotheses on community assembly that mirror
the four paradigms of metacommunities. This table compares macroecological concepts
with these microbial ecology hypotheses and gives examples from microbiology.
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Finlay reviewed several studies demonstrating that protist morphospecies are

globally distributed and there exist no differences in community composition between

locations and environments (2002); these are the predictions of the neutral theory,

in which all ecologically equivalent species randomly disperse, colonize, and undergo

extinction. Darling et al. additionally found gene flow between Arctic and Antarctic

protist populations that showed significant dispersal and colonization for some species

of protists (2000). A survey of heterotrophic flagellate species from Pacific hydrother-

mal vents found no genetic differences that clustered by geography and found only

previously described, cosmopolitan species (Atkins et al., 2000). This led Fenchel and

Finlay to propose that microbe populations disperse rapidly and are large enough to

prevent local extinctions, which are the assumptions of the neutral theory (2004).

There is evidence on the presence of cryptic, genetic species within morphos-

pecies that refutes these cosmopolitan distributions (Ellegaard et al., 2008; Pfandl

et al., 2009). Additionally, Foissner stated that protist diversity is much higher than

reported because of an underreporting of rare species and that the protist commu-

nity has been too quick to embrace a lack of endemism, as evident in recent genetic

analyses that discovered new protist species (2006, Foissner, 2008). Protist ranges

are larger than traditional plant or animal ranges, and a lack of complete distribution

data can cause the appearance of global species (Foissner, 2006). Global distribution

eliminates patch dynamics as a potential community assembly process, but the rate of

intercommunity dispersal and importance of environmental selection will determine

which other assembly processes occur.
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Unlike protist communities described above, evidence indicates that the envi-

ronment has a large impact on which bacteria species are present in a community.

Environmental factors were correlated with which microbial species were present in

temperate and tropical sea sponge communities, in seawater communities (Taylor

et al., 2005), and in 98 soil communities sampled from the Americas (Fierer and

Jackson, 2006). These communities were not dispersal limited and did not have an

overabundance of immigrants, as required for mass effects; the community compo-

sition was determined by environmental selection with a specific rejection of mass

effects. Geographic distance only explained three percent of denaturing gradient

gel electrophoresis (DGGE) 16S variance between European freshwater communities,

with 85% of bacteria taxa found in all areas. Examinations of how water flows through

these regions revealed no evidence of mass effects (van der Gucht et al., 2007).

Microbial ecologists have described mass effects in other bacterial communities.

Connected lakes and downstream lakes in the Arctic were more similar in community

composition than were upstream and non-connected lakes; the relative location of the

lakes explained more variance than the aquatic chemical composition (Crump et al.,

2007). In these Arctic habitats, the water residence time was less than the com-

munity growth rate, which indicates mass effects. Communities with higher growth

rates sent migrants downstream, where the community composition depended less on

aquatic chemistry and more on the origin of the large number of migrants. Lindström

and Bergström found a similar, but less-marked, pattern in aquatic populations that

had longer residence times in inlet lakes (2004). Migration between environments

was a key factor in the biogeography of estuarine communities, as predicted by the

mass effects paradigm (Crump et al., 2004). All of these communities were in aquatic

environments where dispersal was directional, easy to track, and large scale, as com-
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pared to aerosol dispersal in terrestrial communities. It remains unknown if more

heterogenous environments, such as soil, also follow these patterns.

When should we expect mass effects versus species sorting in bacteria com-

munities if there are data supporting both concepts? Van der Gucht et al. suggested

that the difference between their study (2007) and that of Crump et al. (2004) was

the rate of community growth—van der Gucht et al. focused on mesotrophic and

eutrophic lakes, and Crump et al. focused on Arctic oligotrophic lakes. In the for-

mer, community growth was faster than water turnover, which led to species sorting

instead of mass effects. This provides a testable hypothesis to determine whether

mass effects or species sorting will dominate in community assembly.

No microbial ecologist has reported community composition that was con-

trolled by patch dynamics; however, there are examples of moderately endemic mi-

crobial species, which are a slightly broader interpretation of patch dynamics. Both

endemicity and patch dynamics assume limited dispersal; patch dynamics addition-

ally assumes environmental patches experience local extinction and a trade-off exists

between colonization of patches and intracommunity competition. There is not yet

evidence for microbial communities that support all of these additional assumptions,

unless local patch extinction occurs on geological timescales (Whitaker et al., 2003;

Papke et al., 2004; Bachraty et al., 2009).

Endemicity instead couples limited dispersion with the ability to grow in a

range, however small, of environment types. This dynamic creates closely related

local populations and less-related distant populations, even though all members of

the species can grow in all appropriate environments. For example, thermophilic

cyanobacteria from three continents had positive correlations between relatedness and
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geography that remained robust when considering environmental chemistry (Papke

et al., 2003). The phylogeny of the archaeon Sulfolobus clustered by geography and

had limited gene flow between continents, although it is unknown if this was due

to limited dispersal or to the inability to invade settled habitats (Whitaker et al.,

2003). These examples are in extreme environments that have harsher environmental

conditions and far lower diversity than soil, freshwater, and oceanic environments;

dispersal might be more limited due to longer distances between acceptable environ-

ments. However, Cho and Tiedje also found strict, endemic patterns in Pseudomonas

sp. in 38 soil communities over four continents (2000). While this study suggests that

not all bacteria are globally distributed, these patterns were at the subspecies level.

A key test of endemicity would be if local bacteria can grow in distant, acceptable en-

vironments. Although this test has not been reported, bacteria found in a local range

of water chemistries are not found in farther away, similar chemical environments

(Whitaker et al., 2003; Foti et al., 2006). Such tests also potentially would reveal the

relative role of local adaption that keeps global populations from homogenizing.

Unlike protist data, bacterial data are sufficient to support the hypothesis of

species sorting due to local environmental factors (Horner-Devine et al., 2004; Taylor

et al., 2005; Fierer and Jackson, 2006; van der Gucht et al., 2007). Evidence for

environmental selection eliminates the neutral theory as an explanation for all micro-

bial community assembly, even without knowledge of the functional size of microbial

populations and the rate of local extinction. However, distributions of genotypes in

ammonia-oxidizing bacteria and in specific samples of freshwater bacteria were consis-

tent with neutral theory predictions, although other factors might have caused these

patterns (Sloan et al., 2006). Perhaps future investigation into what defines ecologi-

cally identical species for microbes, which is a key concept in the neutral theory, will
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change this conclusion.

A concept similar to the neutral theory is cosmopolitanism, in which species

have global dispersal and are ubiquitous across environments. Without extensively

sampling several environmentally distinct, geographically distant communities, a mi-

crobial species cannot be authenticated as cosmopolitan (Martiny et al., 2006). How-

ever, several bacteria species (for example, Massana et al., 2000; Martiny et al., 2009b)

have been reported globally in disparate environments, which suggests that this type

of species does exists. Further studies at the population level (using similar methods

to Cho and Tiedje, 2000; Acinas et al., 2004; Whitaker et al., 2005) can confirm true

global dispersion; then, the next step in microbial ecology would be determining the

phenotypes or niches that prescribe a species as cosmopolitan.

Each of the four metacommunity paradigms predict the compositions and

assembly of various microbial communities. Research should focus on predicting

which types of communities and microbes will result in each type of metacommunity.

Through synthesis of what ecologists know about metacommunities and what micro-

bial ecologists know about microbe community composition, we can move toward a

framework that predicts and describes all microbial communities.

2.3 Introduction

All species distributions are driven by interactions between three factors—

the potential species pool, the rate of dispersal into the community, and selection

by the environment. First, the potential species pool determines which species pos-

sibly can colonize the community. Second, dispersal determines the rate at which

these species enter the community, whether at a constant immigration rate or as
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a one-time event. Thirdly, the environment determines which species survive and

reproduce. Such environment-species relationships are complex because the environ-

ment changes as new species establish themselves. As species are added, interspecies

competition influences the continued survival of each species. Metacommunity theory

(Leibold et al., 2004) attempts to predict and to elucidate the relative importance

of these processes in explaining variation among local communities. Understanding

these three forces allows us to understand community composition changes. For ex-

ample, mass effects occur if the immigration rate of one species dominates over the

competitive advantages of other species in the environment; in contrast, species sort-

ing occurs when competition in the environment dominates the forces of immigration

and emigration (Leibold et al., 2004).

However, few metacommunity studies have included microbes because of the

difficulty of inventorying species and tracking individuals (but see Langenheder et al.,

2006; van der Gucht et al., 2007; Langenheder and Ragnarsson, 2007). Though direct

measurements of microbial immigration and emigration are generally lacking (but

see Portillo and Gonzalez, 2008; Hervàs et al., 2009), there are broad indications

that most microbial taxa eventually disperse globally (Green and Bohannan, 2006;

Martiny et al., 2006), which would result in a vast potential species pool for all envi-

ronments. What we know about microbial community composition is largely derived

from correlations between environmental changes and either fatty acid or nucleic acid

signatures of bacteria phyla. The methods used in the majority of environmental

microbial studies, such as phospholipid-derived fatty acid analysis (PLFA) and 16S

gradient electrophoresis, cannot detect all phyla of bacteria and cannot detect ranks

smaller than subphylum because of technical resolution limits. These smaller divisions

are ecologically relevant: Monson et al. found different genera in the same family of
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β-proteobacteria dominated in the same community during different seasons (2006).

Bacteria composition has a tremendous impact on ecosystem functions, such

as primary productivity (Horner-Devine et al., 2003), nitrogen cycling (Kuske et al.,

2002), and litter decomposition (Strickland et al., 2009). This community composi-

tion changes with environmental conditions. For example, Actinobacteria and Fir-

micutes dominated in drought conditions (Nazih et al., 2001; Uhĺı̌rová et al., 2005),

and Acidobacteria maintained stable frequencies across seasons in alpine meadows

compared to other bacteria groups (Lipson and Schmidt, 2004). Therefore, it is im-

perative that biologists know how environmental perturbations affect microbes and

how these changes affect the environment. As the majority of bacteria species and

their environmental requirements remain undescribed (Ward et al., 1990; Rappe and

Giovannoni, 2003), more precise, non-cultured based methods are required to deter-

mine the reasons behind variable community composition. Determining in vivo why

bacteria species disperse and grow in specific habitats is a first step to moving beyond

simple inventories of microbial phyla in communities.

We address the broad question of which environmental factors favor different

groups of bacteria by simultaneously considering the role of dispersal, environment,

and phylogeny. Unlike previous techniques in microbial ecology (for example, UniFrac

developed by Lozupone and Knight, 2005), using a phylogenetic approach and ex-

plicitly accounting for environmental conditions allows us to detect bacteria at the

individual sequence level and compare reconstructed ancestral environments between

sister clades within a phylogenetic tree. Furthermore, mapping environmental con-

ditions onto the phylogeny allows us to infer the phenotypes of uncultured microbes

and can give us insight into the evolutionary history of bacteria groups.
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Specifically, we used a modified ancestral environment reconstruction tech-

nique (EP Economo and MA Leibold, in review) to detect ecologically important

environmental variables associated with phylogenetic clades. We focus on soil bac-

teria for their important role in ecosystem function (for example Kuske et al., 2002;

Horner-Devine et al., 2003; Strickland et al., 2009). With this method, we can corre-

late environmental factors with historic splits in the phylogenetic tree and examine

differences in environmental drivers among clades. While this method remains infor-

mative with incomplete species lists from communities, it is limited by the amount

and type of environmental data available for each sampled habitat. We compare our

results with UniFrac to demonstrate how this method provides novel insight into the

important environmental factors that determine microbial soil community composi-

tion. Our analysis gives particular attention to Acidobacteria and Actinobacteria

because of the large number of these 16S sequences available from soil datasets.

2.4 Materials and Methods

16S rRNA Sequences and Environmental Data

We searched the literature published from September 2006 until May 2007,

using the keywords 16srRNA, 16srDNA and soil, and soil microb* comm* comp* in

searches on ISI Web of Science and Agricola databases. We included only papers

with unfertilized, uncontaminated soil sites that contained more than one sequence.

We excluded soils collected from the rhizosphere. We collected the geographic coor-

dinates and the biome of each collection site, either from the literature or by personal

correspondence with the authors.
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We downloaded full-length (> 1200 bp) 16S sequences and eliminated chimeras

identified by Greengenes Bellerophon version 3 (Huber, 2004). We classified these se-

quences into phylum or subphylum (for Proteobacteria sequences only) using The

Ribosomal Database Project II release 9.52 Classifier (Cole et al., 2007; Wang et al.,

2007; Cole et al., 2009). We aligned phyla containing more than 30 sequences using

ClustalW version 1.83 with default parameters (Thompson et al., 2004), trimmed the

edges of the sequences, and rejected sequences missing more than six bases on either

end of the alignment. We checked the alignment by eye twice using MacClade version

4.05 (Maddison and Maddison, 2000). We eliminated sites with more than 5% gaps

and calculated an appropriate model of evolution using the Akaike information cri-

terion computed by Modeltest 3.7 (Posada and Crandall, 1998; Posada and Buckley,

2004). We used Garli version 0.951 (Zwickl, 2006) to infer two sets of 100 bootstrap

trees using the appropriate model of substitution and a maximum likelihood criterion.

These analyses started with either a parsimonious stepwise-addition tree or a parsi-

monious neighbor-joining tree, of which both were created by PAUP* version 4.0b10

(Swofford, 2003). From these 200 trees, MrBayes 3.1.2 calculated the 50% consensus

tree from which we calculated the contrast matrix (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001;

Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). We determined the taxonomic groups of Acidobac-

teria and Actinobacteria sequences using The Ribosomal Database Project II release

9.52 Classifier (Cole et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Cole et al., 2009).

These procedures resulted in a total of 12 phyla containing 2364 sequences

(mean of 197 sequences per phylum, standard deviation of 148.7 sequences) over 113

sites (mean of 22.0 sites per phylum, standard deviation of 15.0 sites). These phyla in-

clude Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, α-proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, β-proteobacteria,

Chloroflexi, δ-proteobacteria, Firmicutes, γ-proteobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes, Planc-
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tomycetes, and Verrucomicrobia.

We collated environmental data from the United States Geological Survey

(http://gisdata.usgs.gov/), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Earth Observations (http://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov), the CRU CL 2.0 data set from

The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research (New et al., 2000), and Inter-

national Soil Reference and Information Centre (ISRIC) World Soil Information

(http://www.isric.org/NR/exeres/545B0669-6743-402B-B79A-DBF57E9FA67F.htm)

(Table 2.2). We removed one environmental variable from pairs of variables that were

correlated with more than an R2 of 0.8 across all sites to control the number of infor-

mative environmental variables.

Ancestral Environment Reconstruction

Ancestral environment reconstruction used environmental variables as prox-

ies for phenotypes of bacteria represented by sequences. The most likely ancestral

phenotypes, as calculated using phylogenetic contrasts, were calculated for each phy-

logenetic clade. At each bifurcation on the phylogenetic tree, we compared the re-

constructed ancestral phenotypes of the two clades. If these reconstructed ancestral

phenotypes were different, we inferred directional selection acted on each of the clades

to increase the phenotype in one clade and decrease it in the other; there was a his-

torical evolutionary event that led to different phenotypes.

We computed a set of contrasts that describes every split in the consensus

phylogenetic tree (A in Figure 2.1). For every bifurcation, sequences on one side

of the bifurcation were given positive entries; on the other, negative entries; and

for sequences not part of the bifurcation, zeros. The values were the phylogenetic

contrasts moving up the tree from sequences to the bifurcation.
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Environmental Variable Source Category
Latitude
Longitude
Africa
Antarctica
Asia
Australia
Europe
North America
South America
Desert
Forest
Agriculture
Urban
Grassland
Peat Bog
Beach
Permafrost
Shrubland
Wetland
Mangrove
Conifer
Tropical
Deciduous
Mixed Habitat
Ultramafic Soil
Biosphere -- Evergreen Broadleaf Trees
Biosphere -- Broadleaf Deciduous Trees
Biosphere -- Deciduous and Evergreen Trees
Biosphere - Evergreen Needleleaf Trees
Biosphere -- Groundcover Only
Biosphere -- Broadleaf Shrubs with Perennial Ground Cover
Biosphere -- Broadleaf Shrubs with Bare Soil
Biosphere -- All Broadleaf Trees
Biosphere -- All Needleleaf Trees
Biosphere -- All Trees
Biosphere -- All Grassland
Geosphere -- Evergreen Needleleaf Forest
Geosphere -- Deciduous Broadleaf Forest
Geosphere -- Mixed Forests
Geosphere -- Closed Shrublands
Geosphere -- Open Shrublands
Geosphere -- Woody Savannas
Geosphere -- Savannas
Geosphere -- Croplands
Geosphere -- Urban and Built-up
Geosphere -- Cropland/Natural Vegetation Mosaic
Geosphere -- Barren or Sparsely Vegetated
Geosphere -- All Broadleaf Forest
Geosphere -- All Shrublands
Geosphere -- All Savannas
Land Use -- Urban and Built-Up Land
Land Use -- Dryland Cropland and Pasture
Land Use -- Irrigated Cropland and Pasture
Land Use -- Cropland/Grassland Mosaic
Land Use -- Cropland/Woodland Mosaic
Land Use -- Grassland
Land Use -- Shrubland
Land Use -- Evergreen Broadleaf Forest
Land Use -- Barren or Sparsely Vegetated

Lit. Geography
Lit. Geography
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Geography Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
Lit. Biome Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary

Table 2.2: Environmental variables used in ancestral environment recon-
struction
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Environmental Variable
Land Use -- All Pasture or Cropland
Land Use -- All Cropland
Land Use -- All Forest
Land Use -- All Shrubland and Grassland
Land Use - All Grassland
Monthly Average Vegetation Index
Monthly St. Dev. Vegetation Index
Elevation
Monthly Average Diurnal Range
Monthly St. Dev. Diurnal Range
Monthly Average Days of Frost
Monthly St. Dev. Temperature
Monthly Average Precipitation
Monthly St. Dev. Precipitation
Within Month St. Dev. Precipitation
Monthly Average Wet Days
Monthly St. Dev. Wet Days
Monthly Average Land Surface Day Temperature
Monthly St. Dev. Land Surface Day Temperature
Monthly Average Net Radiation
Monthly St. Dev. Net Radiation
Monthly Average Reflected Radiation
Monthly St. Dev. Reflected Radiation
Monthly Average Outgoing Radiation
Monthly St. Dev. Outgoing Radiation
Soil -- Coarse Fragments Percent
Soil -- Sand Percent
Soil -- Silt Percent
Soil -- Clay Percent
Soil -- Bulk Density
Soil -- Available Water Capacity
Soil -- Cation Exchange Capacity Silt
Soil -- Cation Exchange Capacity Clay
Soil -- pH
Soil -- Total Carbonate Equivalent
Soil -- Gypsum Content
Soil -- Electrical Conductivity
Soil -- Organic Carbon
Soil -- Carbon / Nitrogen Ratio
Soil -- Effective Cation Exchange Capacity
Soil -- Exchangeable Aluminum Percent
Soil -- Exchangeable Na Percent

Source Category
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
USGS Land Use Binary
NASA Vegetation
NASA Vegetation
NASA Geography
TCCCR Temperature
TCCCR Temperature
TCCCR Temperature
TCCCR Temperature
TCCCR Water
TCCCR Water
TCCCR Water
TCCCR Water
TCCCR Water
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
NASA Temperature
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil
ISRIC Soil

Table 2.2: Environmental variables used in ancestral environment recon-
struction (cont’d)
We used these 101 environmental variables from the sources listed below. We classi-
fied related variables into categories for our analyses. For binary variables, we gave
locations a 1 if they were members of this variable and a 0 if they were not. We
used the following abbreviations: Lit. for variables taken from the literature; USGS
for United States Geological Survey; NASA for NASA Earth Observations; TCCCR
for The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research; ISRIC for ISRIC World Soil
Information.
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Figure 2.1: Ancestral environment reconstruction
In this example of ancestral environment reconstruction, the contrast matrix is based
on the phylogenetic relationships between sequences A through E (Box A). A separate
table describes the environmental variables in sites X through Z (Box B). The con-
trast matrix, the location matrix that connects sequences to their sites of origin, and
the environmental matrix based on the environmental variable table are multiplied to
create a matrix of the differences between the reconstructed environmental variables,
as averaged by contrasts, for sister clades (Box C).
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We then constructed a table of quantitative and categorical variables for the

environment in each location (B in Figure 2.1). Categorical variables were represented

by rows of ones and zeros that described whether or not the location was a member

of that category. We then constructed three matrices (C in Figure 2.1). The contrast

matrix was the table of contrasts with sequences as columns and single bifurcation

comparisons as rows. The location matrix connected sequences to which location they

were collected, with sequences as columns and locations as rows. The sequences were

in the same order as the contrast matrix. The environment matrix had environmental

variables as columns and locations as rows. The locations are in the same order as

the location matrix.

Multiplying these three matrices together yielded a matrix with environmental

variables as columns and phylogenetic bifurcations as rows (C in Figure 2.1). The

matrix values were the sum of the average environmental variables on each side of

the bifurcation, weighted by the contrasts. For example, in Figure 2.1 the second row

of the final matrix compares sequence C with the clade containing sequences A and

B. This row is the average of variables from environments Y and Z (as these are the

environments for sequences A and B) and subtracted the variables from environment

X (as this is the environment for sequence C, which is the only sequence on a side of

the examined bifurcation).

If entries in the final matrix had low absolute values, then the reconstructed

ancestors of sequences on each side of the bifurcation lived in similar environmen-

tal conditions. Large absolute differences indicated that the reconstructed ancestors

of sequences on either side of the bifurcation had very different values for the envi-

ronmental variable. We tested significance using Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) that
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randomized the order of the columns in the location matrix; this randomization con-

trolled for sequences found in the same location. As smaller clades are not statistically

independent to the larger clade containing them, we corrected for multiple testing by

using a false-discovery rate of 0.05 (Benjamini and Hotchberg 1995).

Data Analysis

We used ancestral environment reconstruction to analyze the phylogenetic

trees with the collected environmental data (Table 2.2). We put tree polytomies

in the contrast matrix with bifurcations at each possible pair of clades as separate

rows. We compared the results of ancestral environment reconstruction with 9,999

randomizations. We ignored comparisons that involved fewer than eight sequences

in either examined clade. We used Matlab 7.5 for the matrix calculations (The

MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts).

We focused on four analyses to examine the role of environmental variables on

the examined phyla. First, we looked at environmental variables that were repeatedly

significant for independent clades within the same phylum; this repeated significance

suggested that several historic evolutionary events had selected for growth in similar

environmental conditions. Second, we divided the environmental variables into cate-

gories (Table 2.2), such as soil properties and temperature, to examine if the number of

significant results were overrepresented or underrepresented for each phylum, thereby

discerning the relative importance of these categories. Third, we focused on corre-

lations between environmental variables and clades containing at least 64 sequences.

These large clades gave us a picture of the phenotypes in deeper divisions within a

phylum. Finally, we examined all significant clade comparisons in Acidobacteria and

Actinobacteria, which have the largest number of sequences in our study.
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To compare our analysis with an established microbial community analysis,

UniFrac, we created an alignment of sequences in communities with at least 20 se-

quences (16 total communities with 2173 sequences) using SILVA release 96 (Pruesse

et al., 2007). We aligned sequences not found in this database using SILVA We-

baligner (Pruesse et al., 2007). We removed sites with more than 5% gaps from

the alignment matrix. We included four archaea sequences (Genebank accession

AB029339, AB010957, AY386124, and AF432127) to root the phylogenetic tree. We

used Clearcut 1.0.9 (Sheneman et al., 2006) to construct a phylogenetic tree using

pairwise distance criterion with Jukes-Cantor nucleotide correction and a relaxed

neighbor-joining tree search. We used the Environmental Distance Matrix function

on the UniFrac online application to calculate UniFrac distances between communities

(accessed March 2009, Lozupone et al., 2006).

2.5 Results

Our full data set included 2364 sequences, 12 phyla, 113 sites, and 101 en-

vironmental variables (Table 2.2). Using ancestral environment reconstruction, we

found 504 significant sets of clades and environmental variables.

Environmental variables correlated to more than one independent phylogenetic

split in a phylum suggested that several historic evolutionary events have selected for

living in the same environmental conditions. We found that only Acidobacteria had

significant results for three unique sets of clades; both of these cases involved average

energy radiation (Table 2.3). Across biome and land-use categories, needleleaf forests

were associated with two sets of clades in Acidobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes, and α-

proteobacteria, while Acidobacteria were also significantly associated with grasslands
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(Table 2.3). Acidobacteria had more of these multiple, significant associations than

other phyla did, with many pertaining to soil characteristics such as carbon availabil-

ity and moisture, as indicated by precipitation, coarse fragments in the soil, percent

clay in the soil, and percent gypsum (Table 2.3). Latitude was the only geographic

variable associated with multiple, independent clades, and this association occurred

only in Actinobacteria (Table 2.3).

Acidobacteria Actinobacteria Gemmatimonadetes α-proteobacteria γ-proteobacteria
Monthly Average Reflected Radiation
Monthly Average Outgoing Radiation

Latitude
Grassland
Biosphere - Evergreen Needleleaf Trees
Biosphere -- All Needleleaf Trees
Geosphere -- Evergreen Needleleaf ForestGeosphere -- Evergreen Needleleaf Forest
Land Use -- All Forests
Monthly St. Dev. Vegetation Index
Monthly St. Dev. Diurnal Range
Monthly Average Precipitation
Monthly St. Dev. Precipitation
Within Month St. Dev. Precipitation
Monthly St. Dev. Wet Days
Monthly St. Dev. Reflected Radiation
Soil -- Coarse Fragments Percent
Soil -- Clay Percent
Soil -- Gypsum Content
Soil -- Organic Carbon
Soil -- Carbon:Nitrogen
Soil -- Exchangeable Aluminum Percent

Table 2.3: Phyla with multiple, significant comparisons with the same en-
vironmental variable
We show all phyla that have at least two significant, independent clade comparisons
for each environmental variable. Environmental variables that are significant in three
independent comparisons are above the bold line, while variables that are significant
in two comparisons are below the bold line.

Nine instances showed overrepresentation or underrepresentation of significant

environmental correlations with bacteria phyla as compared to a null distribution

(Table 2.4). We found overrepresentation of biome variables for α-proteobacteria

and Chloroflexi, land-use variables for Gemmatimonadetes, geographic variables for

β-proteobacteria, temperature variables for Actinobacteria, and soil variables for
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Bacteriodetes and δ-proteobacteria (Table 2.4). Underrepresentation occurred in

only two cases: land-use variables for Actinobacteria and vegetation variables for

β-proteobacteria (Table 2.4).

Phylum Geography Biome Land Use Vegetation Temperature Water Soil Total
Acidobacteria
Actinobacteria
α-proteobacteria
Bacteriodetes
β-proteobacteria
Chloroflexi
δ-proteobacteria
Firmicutes
γ-proteobacteria
Gemmatimonadetes
Planctomycetes
Verrucomicrobia

6.5% 4.9% 27.6% 3.3% 20.3% 13.0% 24.4% 100.0%
10.6% 11.5% 19.2% 5.8% 29.8% 6.7% 16.3% 100.0%
2.8% 19.4% 22.2% 8.3% 16.7% 13.9% 16.7% 100.0%
6.5% 9.7% 24.2% 1.6% 16.1% 6.5% 35.5% 100.0%
16.9% 6.2% 24.6% 0.0% 14.6% 8.5% 29.2% 100.0%
0.0% 26.1% 30.4% 0.0% 17.4% 4.3% 21.7% 100.0%
27.3% 0.0% 9.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 63.6% 100.0%
7.1% 4.7% 19.7% 3.1% 22.0% 11.0% 32.3% 100.0%
11.6% 4.7% 37.2% 4.7% 16.3% 2.3% 23.3% 100.0%
3.6% 3.6% 39.3% 7.1% 17.9% 8.3% 20.2% 100.0%
28.6% 0.0% 57.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 14.3% 100.0%
8.9% 5.4% 30.4% 5.4% 19.6% 10.7% 19.6% 100.0%

Table 2.4: Percent of significant correlations among phyla and environmen-
tal variable categories
We show the percent of significant comparisons for each phylum for categories of
environmental variables (as grouped in Table 2.2). We tested for significance using
9,999 nonparametric simulations for each phylum by keeping constant the total number
of significant contrasts and the distribution of total tests across categories. We used
a false discovery rate of 0.025 for both statistically significantly higher and lower
proportions. Percents significantly below the null distribution are shown in light grey,
and percents significantly above the null distribution are shown in dark grey.

Environmental variables correlated to deep, internal nodes in the phyloge-

netic tree indicated that these variables could have played an evolutionary role as the

phylum originally diversified. We found significant environmental variables in nodes

containing more than 64 sequences in each sister clade for four groups: Acidobacte-

ria, Actinobacteria, α-proteobacteria, and γ-proteobacteria (Table 2.5). These were

generally related to land-use or biome categories. Acidobacteria were an exception,

as they had correlations with temperature, precipitation, and soil moisture indicators

(Table 2.5). Shrubland, woodland, and crop categories were correlated with divisions

in the γ-proteobacteria tree (Table 2.5).
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Phyla or 
Subphyla Environmental Variable

Adjusted 
p-value

Size of 
Clades

Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria
Actinobacteria
Actinobacteria
Actinobacteria

α-proteobacteria

γ-proteobacteria

γ-proteobacteria

γ-proteobacteria

γ-proteobacteria

γ-proteobacteria

Biosphere -- Evergreen Needleleaf Trees 0.042 206, 136
Biosphere -- All Trees 0.047 206, 136
Geosphere -- Evergreen Needleleaf Forest 0.042 206, 136
Land Use --  Dryland Cropland and Pasture < 0.001 206, 136
Land Use -- All Pasture or Cropland < 0.001 206, 136
Land Use -- All Cropland < 0.001 206, 136
Land Use -- All Forest < 0.001 206, 136
Monthly Average Days of Frost 0.018 206, 136
Monthly St. Dev. Temperature 0.005 206, 136
Monthly St. Dev. Precipitation 0.005 206, 136
Monthly St. Dev. Reflected Radiation 0.047 206, 136
Monthly Average Outgoing Radiation 0.025 206, 136
Soil -- Clay Percent 0.010 206, 136
Soil -- Available Water Capacity 0.007 206, 136
Soil -- Available Water Capacity < 0.001 206, 80
Agriculture < 0.001 124, 85
Grassland 0.032 124, 85
Geosphere -- All Broadleaf Forest 0.041 124, 85
Desert 0.038 170, 104

Geosphere -- Woody Savannas 0.024 72, 65

Geosphere -- Cropland/Natural Vegetation Mosaic 0.028 72, 65

Geosphere -- All Shrublands 0.015 72, 65

Land Use -- Cropland/Woodland Mosaic 0.028 72, 65

Land Use -- All Shrubland and Grassland 0.030 72, 65

Table 2.5: Significant correlations with large clades
The reconstructed ancestors of these clades, in which both clades contained more than
64 sequences, had statistically significant differences between their environmental vari-
ables using a false discovery rate of 0.05 for each phylum.
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When representative environmental variables were overlaid on the phylogenetic

tree of Acidobacteria, we found the ancestor of Groups 6 and 7 had less variable

monthly precipitation, more variable monthly temperature, and higher soil water

retention than the reconstructed ancestor of Group 1 (Figure 2.2). Water variance

was also important to Group 4, whose ancestor had significantly lower available soil

water capacity than the ancestor of Groups 6 and 7, and to Group 2, whose ancestor

had significantly higher variance in monthly precipitation than the ancestor of Groups

6 and 7 (Figure 2.2). Variances in temperature, as indicated by monthly standard

deviation in reflected radiation and monthly average number of frost days, were also

important environmental variables for reconstructed ancestors within Group 6 and

and Group 1 (Figure 2.2).

Within the Actinobacteria phylogeny, we found that latitude was a signifi-

cant environmental variable (Figure 2.3). For the comparison within Micrococcineae,

the association with latitude was probably due to sampling bias, as the two clades

were sampled at the same latitude (25.45 and 24.52) but in different hemispheres.

In contrast, the ancestor of the Acidimicrobineae-Rubrobacterineae clade was re-

constructed to live in high latitudes while the ancestor of Streptosporangineae was

reconstructed to live in equatorial latitudes. We calculated that the ancestor of the

Acidimicrobineae-Rubrobacterineae clade was more probable to grow in grasslands,

less probable to grow in agricultural land and broadleaf forests, and had lower vari-

ability in monthly vegetative index compared to the ancestor of the Micrococcineae

(Figure 2.3). The ancestors of all phylogenetic orders across Actinobacteria except

the Streptosporangineae had unique signatures of average monthly temperature, stan-

dard deviation in monthly temperature, and standard deviation in monthly vegetative

index (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Acidobacteria phylogeny with environmental comparisons
We show an unrooted phylogenetic tree of Acidobacteria sequences labeled with taxo-
nomic groups. The black bars in outer rings around the phylogenetic tree show which
clades had significant comparisons, and the white values are reconstructed, ancestral
phenotypes for representative environmental variables.
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Latitude
Monthly St. Dev. Diurnal Temperature Range

Monthly St. Dev. Net Radiation (W/m2)
Monthly Average Diurnal Temperature Range

Monthly St. Dev. Vegetative Index
Agriculture; Grassland; Geosphere-All Broadleaf Forests

Figure 2.3: Actinobacteria phylogeny with environmental comparisons
We show an unrooted phylogenetic tree of Actinobacteria sequences labeled with tax-
onomic orders. The black bars in outer rings around the phylogenetic tree show
which clades had significant comparisons, and the white values are reconstructed,
ancestral phenotypes for representative environmental variables. Abbreviations:
Streptospor.—Streptosporangineae; Pseudo.—Pseudonocardineae; Corynebacter.—
Corynebacterineae; Microc.—Micrococcineae; Frank.—Frankineae; Micromono.—
Micromonosporineae; and Propionibacter.—Propionibacterineae.
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We found few significant groupings in a principle component analysis of pair-

wise distances generated by UniFrac (Figure 2.4). Forest locations had component

one scores between 0.1 and 0.3, and locations with more than 100 sequences formed

a loose, nonexclusive cluster in quadrant four (Figure 2.4). UniFrac explained little

of the variance in the data (14.5% for component one and 9.0% for component two).

2.6 Discussion

Ancestral reconstruction based on phylogenetics has been used previously for

phenotypes of eukaryotes (Felsenstein, 1985). This method fails to provide insights

with prokaryotes; their phenotypes are unavailable, as most prokaryotes remain un-

cultured (Ward et al., 1990). By using environmental conditions as proxies for pheno-

types, we can infer ancestral traits that allowed bacteria to effectively compete in that

environment. Correlations between phylogeny and environmental factors provide sup-

port for an event in evolutionary history when the ancestor population acquired traits

necessary for success in the specific environment. The phylogeny gives us the means

to equate presence in the environment with historical adaption to the environment;

Horner-Devine and Bohannan found similar evidence of bacteria within a commu-

nity having higher genetic relatedness than expected under null expectations, which

potentially indicates shared, adaptive traits (2006). Environmental correlations, not

geographic correlations, dominated our results (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4), which gives

strength to the patch dynamics and species sorting metacommunity theories for soil

bacteria (Leibold et al., 2004).

Although Acidobacteria are found in high numbers in all soil (Cho et al., 2008;

Jenkins et al., 2009; Quirino et al., 2009), little is known about the phylum because
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Figure 2.4: UniFrac analysis of soil bacteria communities
We performed a principal component analysis using the pairwise UniFrac distances
of sixteen sites that each had more than twenty sequences. Component one explains
14.5% of the variance, and component two explains 9.0% of the variance. The number
of sequences at each site appears below the site name. The color of each site signifies
its biome: dark green for forest of all types; light green for grassland; orange for
deserts of all types; blue for permafrost; black for peat bog; and brown for agricultural
areas.
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few monocultures are available (Davis et al., 2005). In our analysis, we found many

correlations between Acidobacteria phylogeny and potential environmental adapta-

tions. For example, Acidobacteria had several clades correlated with low and high

organic carbon levels in the soil (Table 2.3), which agrees with carbon availability

affecting Acidobacteria populations (Fierer et al., 2007; Cho et al., 2008). The range

and number of environmental factors significant to Acidobacteria (Table 2.3, Table

2.5) confirmed repeated specializations to temperature and soil moisture, which might

also explain how Acidobacteria maintained a high frequency in the soil community

during seasonal variations (Schmidt et al., 2007). Correlations between environmental

factors and exceptionally large clades pointed to a major evolutionary event occurring

as the phylum evolved (Table 2.5, Figure 2.2). The Acidobacteria clade containing

Group 6 and Group 7 had adapted to fluctuating temperatures, constant rainfall, and

moist soil conditions, while Group 1 had adapted to more constant temperatures but

drier conditions. These differences between major groups of Acidobacteria are some

of the first evidence of ecological differentiation in this phylum.

In contrast to Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria are a well-cultured phylum, and

our findings agreed with previous descriptions of this group. Temperature variation

and average temperature repeatedly correlated with the evolution of Actinobacteria

(Table 2.4). We found a unique and significant temperature relationship with each

phylogenetic order across Actinobacteria (Figure 2.3); previous research described the

different optimal growth temperatures of Actinobacteria phylogenetic groups (Steger

et al., 2007; Zenova et al., 2009). Temperature is related to the surprising result

that latitude may play a role in which Actinobacteria are found in the soil, with

Acidimicrobineae-Rubrobacterineae more common in high latitudes and Streptospo-

rangineae more common in low latitudes (Figure 2.3).
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Traditional classifications of biomes, such as grasslands and conifer forests,

showed mixed correlations with the phylogenetic trees. Nearly all phyla showed cor-

relations with agriculture and grassland designations (data not shown). However,

it is difficult to determine if these correlations arose from agriculture and grassland

categories containing the majority of sequences (40.4% and 38.9% respectively, with

16.5% sequences classified into more than one biome). Chloroflexi were an exception

to this pattern; while they had more significant correlations for biomes than expected

(Table 2.4), these correlations were with forest, agriculture, wetlands, and conifer

biomes (data not shown), which agrees with known relationships between vegetation

and Chloroflexi clades (Cebron et al., 2009).

Land-use variables organized environments with finer resolution than biome

categories. While croplands and grassland continued to show correlations, Gemmati-

monadetes specifically showed repeated correlations with several forest variables. This

resulted in more significant results in the land-use category than expected (Table 2.4).

Additionally, evergreen forests must accurately describe specific microbial communi-

ties, as evidenced by Acidobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes, and α-proteobacteria all

having multiple correlations with this variable (Table 2.3). The properties of the soil

or of the decaying evergreen needles must provide a unique environment to which

several bacteria groups have adapted.

Both Bacteriodetes and δ-proteobacteria had more correlations than expected

in soil variables (Table 2.4). Four of the five significant soil variables for δ-proteobacteria—

cation exchange capacity in clay, pH, exchangeable aluminum percent, and exchange-

able sodium percent—involved cations in the soil. This indicated cation concentration

as a key determinant of which δ-proteobacteria clades reproduce and survive in soils.
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No similar patterns existed for significant soil variables correlated with Bacteriodetes

clades (data not shown).

β-proteobacteria lacked significant correlations with vegetative environmental

traits (Table 2.3), which was surprising because of the close relationship between

this phylum and plants (Dworkin et al., 2006). This relationship must be more

nuanced than the monthly average or the monthly standard deviation of vegetation

index. β-proteobacteria did show an abundance of correlations between phylogeny

and continents, latitude, and longitude in the geography category (Table 2.4). This

is the expected pattern if β-proteobacteria clades have evolved to grow with plant

families found at specific latitudes or on specific continents.

The comparison between our results and the lack of results using UniFrac was

not surprising, as Lozupone and Knight designed UniFrac to analyze large numbers

of sequences from each location (2005). Comparing sites with large variation in the

number of sequences leads to large UniFrac distances, as the majority of tree branches

lead to clades exclusive to the more intensively sampled sites. As evidenced by the

standard deviation in the number of sequences per site (mean of 135.81 sequences per

site, standard deviation of 228.18 sequences), variation in the number of sequences

across sites was certainly a factor for our data set and explained the grouping of sites

that have a high number of sequences (Figure 2.4). Unlike ancestral environment re-

construction, UniFrac is unable to directly synthesize phylogenies with environmental

variables. Ancestral reconstruction examines all clades within the phylogenetic tree

for sub-tree patterns; UniFrac examines a single tree for all sequences, which may

disguise patterns present in smaller clades.
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Ancestral environment reconstruction also has shortcomings, as the results are

correlations that can be driven by additional environmental factors or by a lack of

known sequence data. For example, two large clades in α-proteobacteria had a cor-

relation of presence in desert environments (Table 2.5). Upon further investigation,

this correlation was caused by a single sequence from the desert that is phyloge-

netically placed next to the ancestor of these two clades. Due to this phylogenetic

placement, the single sequence asserted more influence on the correlation than other

sequences and caused this correlation. The available environmental variables also

limited our analysis; perhaps a lack of directly measured soil variables caused our

analysis to not indicate pH as an important environmental variable, unlike analy-

ses in other bacteria community studies (Fierer and Jackson, 2006; Jenkins et al.,

2009). Our dataset contained fewer sequences (fewer than 150 sequences each) in

the Bacteriodetes, Chloroflexi, δ-proteobacteria, Firmicutes, γ-proteobacteria, Gem-

matimonadetes, Planctomycetes, and Verrucomicrobia compared to Acidobacteria,

Actinobacteria, α-proteobacteria, and β-proteobacteria, all of which had more than

290 sequences. This led to fewer significant results for the former phyla because

of incomplete sampling across the phylogeny and should not be interpreted as the

environment having less selective pressure on these phyla.

The inability to adequately survey microbial communities and to bring mi-

crobes into culture restrict our understanding of these communities and the effects

of environmental selection. Ancestral environment reconstruction can create new

or validate existing hypotheses in microbial ecology by using all large data sets that

have a well-sampled phylogeny and recorded environmental variables. However, these

conclusions must be interpreted with the same cautions as other correlational results.
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Chapter 3

Correlations Between 16S Phylogenies, Geography,

and Environmental Conditions Across the Bacteria

Domain Suggest Dispersal Limitations

3.1 Abstract

The increased availability of genetic data for bacteria has allowed microbial

ecologists to examine species distributions across the world. Researchers have con-

cluded that the majority of bacteria species have global distributions as evidenced

by identical genetic data found at distant sites. However, these studies generally

examined few locations. I have collected all available 16S genetic data and the asso-

ciated collection information for 65 genera of bacteria. Using phylogenies from these

sequences and environmental datasets, I examined the relative roles of environmen-

tal conditions and geography in determining genetic structure within phylogenetic

groups. I found genera with geographic and environmental influences for bacteria

collected at land sites but not for bacteria collected at water sites. Phylogenetic

classifications and phenotypes of genera were unable to predict the strength or char-

acteristics of multiple regressions on genetic distance. Using simulated wind distance

in place of geographic distance did not significantly improve correlations, but two

genera had different, significant correlations using wind distance. Geographic dis-

tance was responsible for a higher proportion of the explained genetic variation for

microbes found on macroorganisms compared to microbes found in the soil. Overall,
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several bacteria groups with significant correlations were within the 98% similarity

species definition; this made my analysis one of the first to quantify the effects of

environmental factors and geography on within-species genetic variation.

3.2 Background

Everything is everywhere, but the environment selects. — Baas Becking (1934)

Every current article on microbial biogeography mentions the above quote as

a de facto current summary of the field. A closer examination of this phrase and

its implicit assumptions reveals holes in our knowledge of microbial biogeography;

as a field, we do not have the data required to confirm Baas Becking’s hypothesis.

In examining three separate issues that the Baas Becking hypothesis raises, we can

uncover what we know about microbes dispersing and colonizing environments and,

more important, which specific areas we lack evidence.

Everything [Eventually Reaches] Everywhere [on Different Time Scales]

A common assumption about prokaryotes is that microbial dispersal is fast

and global because of the small size of microbes and because of the speed of disper-

sal vectors such as wind, water currents, and attachment to motile macroorganisms

(Wilkinson, 2001; Finlay, 2002). This assumption has, for the most part, not been

directly tested. There is evidence for some bacteria species having cosmopolitan dis-

tributions (Hahn et al., 2003; Ast and Dunlap, 2005). This pattern would require

global dispersal but at any dispersal rate; a dispersal rate that increases a species’s

range by one meter each year will appear to be cosmopolitan after thousands of years.

Measuring the specific dispersal rate for bacteria is difficult because of the inability

to mark and recapture microbes. Many bacteria constantly disperse, as estimations
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of aerosol immigration rates range from 5.7 x 106 cells per square meter per hour in

precipitation to 5.7 x 108 cells per square meter per hour in dry conditions (Jones

et al., 2008). This dispersal rate is higher than estimates of 1.8 x 105 cells per hour for

steam discharge from a single fumarole (Ellis et al., 2008). Immigrating bacteria orig-

inate from different habitats and are not simply dispersing short distances. Portillo

and Gonzalez found a wide range of mesophilic microbes arriving on volcanic soil; by

extracting RNA, which degrades rapidly at these higher temperatures, they ensured

all samples contained immigrants from a timeframe of approximately eight minutes

(2008). These are the only studies that directly examined microbial dispersal; other

studies focused on whether similar bacteria have eventually reached geographically

distant communities but did not have the ability to measure the dispersal rate. As we

will see, the rate of bacteria influx influences how microbe populations vary through

time and space.

But the Environment Selects

Compared to the number of studies measuring dispersal rate, there is ample

evidence supporting the large effect of environmental selection in determining which

microbes grow in which environments. Two studies summarize the same findings

as other research. Genetic sequences from β-proteobacteria in New England salt

marsh sediment revealed a taxa-area relationship; as the distance between censused

areas increased, so did the β-diversity in accordance to a power law with z calculated

at 0.008 to 0.048 (Horner-Devine et al., 2004). Further investigation showed this

β-diversity increased because of environmental heterogeneity and not geographic dis-

tance or plant community composition (Horner-Devine et al., 2004). The environment

selected which β-proteobacteria taxa survived and grew in this habitat. Similarly,
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Martiny et al. investigated phosphate uptake genes in Prochlorococcus ocean popu-

lations and found that environmental conditions correlated with the biogeography of

these genes (2009a). Even though the ocean environment is more homogeneous than

that of salt marshes, environmental conditions maintained diversity across habitats

through selection.

The only evidence against a strong environmental selection force is statistical

results showing that abundance data within communities conformed to the neutral

theory of metacommunities (Sloan et al., 2006). This theory suggests that any mem-

ber of functionally equivalent species will colonize communities; membership into the

community is determined by the order of colonization instead of by environmental

selection (Hubbell, 2001). One issue with this theory is how to define functionally

equivalent species within prokaryotes, which lack a fundamental species concept. Ex-

perimental data for this theory are difficult to collect for microbes and have not yet

been reported.

Therefore, Everything Is Not Everywhere

The Baas Becking hypothesis states that microbes do have biogeographic cor-

relations; everything is not everywhere. However, these correlations are caused by

environmental selection and not caused by limited dispersal. It is important to note

that traditional macroorganism biogeography is also caused in part by environmental

selection; desert plants do not flourish in the rainforest. However, this example of

biogeography has an additional layer of dispersal limitation. Species are not found in

all suitable locations because of the inability for individuals to disperse to that loca-

tion. As shown above, there is evidence that microbes have biogeography in the form

of environmental selection. Additionally, it is near impossible to define limitations to
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environmental selection. Any environment in which a target microbe is not found may

or may not be a suitable habitat; absence of a microbe is automatically ascribed to

incompatible environmental conditions without the possibility of dispersal limitation.

This problem is compounded by not knowing the precise environmental requirements

for most microbes (Ward et al., 1990). Less research has focused on whether dispersal

is limiting the spread of a species (although Cho and Tiedje, 2000; Foti et al., 2006,

are exceptions). It does appear that species, as defined by 16S sequences, mostly have

cosmopolitan distributions outside of environmental selection (Hahn et al., 2003; Ast

and Dunlap, 2005). Future species definitions may change this conclusion.

But is environmental selection the only factor necessary to explain patterns

of occurrence for microbes? Is dispersal as unimportant to biogeography as Baas

Becking suggested?

3.2.1 Effects of Dispersal and Turnover on Biogeography

The Baas Becking hypothesis assumes that a constant rain of microbes from

all habitats falls into all environments. The rate of this influx has not been explicitly

stated, but it is assumed to be high enough to prevent genetic differentiation between

populations. This hypothesis also assumes that the rate of turnover—how often a

population is taken over by a different genotype or how often a population goes

extinct and is recolonized—does not play a role in biogeography. By examining these

forces in a more nuanced approach, it is clear that they influence how populations

are spatially structured.

Figure 3.1 predicts the impact of dispersal and population turnover when

strongly or weakly present. Species or ecotypes exist somewhere on these two contin-
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uums, although I only discuss the extremes of these rates. Dispersal can range from

complete, instantaneous, global dispersal to limited, local dispersal. Low dispersal

rates will cause biogeographic patterns if migration is too low to homogenize popu-

lations. Genetic distance will then correlate with the probability of dispersal, which

is often correlated to geographic distance; distance-by-wind or distance-by-current

may be more appropriate if these are the primary methods of dispersal. The local

turnover rate is equal to the colonization rate of empty patches plus the rate at which

immigrating genotypes take over populations. This continuum can range from a con-

stant environment with no population invasions to constant disturbance events that

regularly exterminate the population.

The Role of Dispersal

Evidence for cosmopolitanism does not eliminate a role for dispersal in micro-

bial populations. For example, a lack of migration between any two populations will

result in fixed genetic differences of locally adaptive mutations or neutral changes.

The necessary amount of migration needed between populations to prevent genetic

differences depends on the rate of genetic exchange within a population, which has

not been calculated for natural microbial populations. Dispersal also plays a role in

which species colonize new environments after the extinction of a community; this

colonization results in a new population for the species. More often, dispersal de-

termines which species colonize a location after significant environmental changes

that alter community composition. The rate of either of these events is unknown for

microbial habitats.

The best evidence for constant, large-scale mixing is from oceanic environ-

ments. Massana et al. found that the same two archaeal operational taxonomic units
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Figure 3.1: The effect of dispersal rate and turnover rate on population
dynamics
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persal rates along with either frequent or infrequent population turnover.
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(OTUs) dominated in all nine examined oceanic environments worldwide (2000). The

16S genes and the monooxygenase gene amoA were nearly identical for all examined

Nitrosococcus oceani samples across the globe, which included cultivated isolates from

the 1960s and environmental samples from the 1990s (Ward and O’Mullan, 2002).

Additionally, there were no correlations between genetic distance and geographic or

temporal distance (Ward and O’Mullan, 2002). Both of these archetypical studies

argued that, over the span of decades, the ocean is a well-mixed environment.

However, patterns found in aerosol and soil environments show that not all

bacteria are equally dispersed everywhere. As pointed out by Horner-Devine et al.

(2003), the Roberts and Cohan analysis of Bacillus dispersal is perhaps the only

example of a dispersal study that does not use the conservative 16S gene, which is

known to mask subtle genetic variation (1995). They found phylogenetic evidence for

intercontinental migration between populations but measured effectively no recombi-

nation between these populations (Roberts and Cohan, 1995). This study suggests

that Bacillus has a migration rate high enough to guarantee cosmopolitanism yet low

enough to allow divergence between populations. Effective migrating rates of aerosol

bacteria are not spread equally across the diversity of bacteria; recently described

phylogenetic classes, such as the Acidobacteria-6, Dehalococcoidetes, TM7, and OP3

groups, were not found every week during seventeen weeks of sampling aerosols in

two Texas cities (Brodie et al., 2007). Kellogg and Griffin reviewed the effects of dust

that transports microbes and noted that most aerosolized bacteria are Gram-positive

and spore-forming (2006). Fierer et al. found the opposite conclusion; libraries of 16S

genes from airborne microbes in Colorado did not contain any archaeal sequences and

have a low proportion of Gram-positive Actinobacteria and Firmicutes compared to

a high proportion of Proteobacteria and the Cytophage-Flavobacterium-Bacteriodes
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group (2008). These samples also revealed temporal heterogeneity, as the same bac-

teria groups were not collected each day in the same location (Fierer et al., 2008).

There are a larger number of studies showing microbial biogeography specif-

ically not caused by environmental conditions. Prochlorococcus populations in the

ocean demonstrate dispersal limitation, as genetic composition in the rapidly evolv-

ing internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region correlated with ocean current geography

(Martiny et al., 2009b). This local diversity was within 99.5% similarity clades de-

spite broader, cosmopolitan groups within Prochlorococcus (Martiny et al., 2009b).

Other studies examined communities across a region and found that spatial dynamics

explained species presence/absence variation that environmental variables could not

explain. This result was reported for spore-forming ascomycete fungi at large spatial

scales in Australia (Green et al., 2004), meta-analysis of freshwater bacteria and pro-

tist datasets (Östman et al., 2009), oceanic rock pool bacteria communities at small

spatial scales (Langenheder and Ragnarsson, 2007), and bacteria communities within

a subsurface soil core (Wang et al., 2008). These studies suggest that local migrants

were colonizing regional communities at a higher rate than distant migrants.

The Role of Population Turnover

The rate of population turnover is important to the geographic structure of

populations, especially if turnover rates vary with geography and environmental con-

ditions. Population turnover can result from two different processes: local extinction

of populations and genetic invasion of a population from an immigrant. Local ex-

tinction depends on the rate of disturbance in an environment; this disturbance can

eliminate the former local population or be a fundamental shift in environmental

conditions in which the local population can no longer reproduce. We can imagine
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small-scale extinctions of a species through any stress in the local environment: an-

other species releases antibiotics into the soil, colder temperatures boost psychrophilic

species populations at the expense of other species, or a flood of nutrients enters the

environment and prompts a shift in species composition. In each case, the environ-

ment can return to the original selection pressures after the stressor disappears. If

a bacteria ecotype becomes extinct because of this stressor, the environment is open

to immigrants to recolonize the habitat. Invading genotypes will then take over the

population.

Invasive genotypes can also integrate into populations without disturbance

events. The population turnover rate is influenced by the invasibility of the popula-

tion by a particular genotype. If immigrants cannot invade a population or environ-

ment, then no amount of dispersal will genetically connect the populations. One can

imagine that populations that are successfully adapted to the local environment have

decreased invasibility, and therefore less population turnover, than other populations

that are maladapted to local environmental conditions.

The Baas Becking hypothesis assumes a high rate of suitable invaders dispers-

ing to all populations. Then, the invaders homogenize all populations occurring in

similar environments. There is little research on this topic in microbial populations.

Wu et al. found thermophilic, methanogenic archaea in all sampled rice pastures

(2006). However, the same groups were not found in all soils even though these ar-

chaea required growth temperatures higher than those found in this environment (Wu

et al., 2006). The focus on thermophiles eliminated environmental selection as a cause

for this pattern. These results could be caused by dispersal or successful colonization

patterns, although it is unclear how either process would have spatial structure.
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3.2.2 Population Dynamics at Extreme Dispersal and Turnover Rates

High Dispersal, High Turnover

Even with several geographically isolated patches, populations with high dis-

persal and high population turnover rates act as a single population because of con-

stant dispersal and recolonization. Genetic sweeps, containing either neutral or ad-

vantageous mutations, will cause genetic differences between populations; the popula-

tions will be heterogeneous as the genetic sweep moves through all of the populations.

Then, the populations will be homogenized until the start of the next genetic sweep.

A clear example of a single global population was found in acid mine drainage

environments. Within a single site, there was a low amount of polymorphism in

species whose genomes were completely, repeatedly sequenced (Tyson et al., 2004).

These species and identical 16S genes were found in other, chemically similar acid

mine drainage sites (Palacios et al., 2009). The presence of identical sequences in

geographically isolated environments supports the model of a single, global population

of these species.

There is also evidence for a single population of certain protists species. Di-

atom fossils on the ocean floor indicated no geographic separation among most of

307 examined morphospecies within the last 1.5 million years; while separate species

were found by latitude, Cermeno and Falkowski found no patterns between similar

latitudes in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans (2009). This suggests that there are few

barriers to dispersal or gene flow on this timescale, which thereby results in a global

population.
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High Dispersal, Low Turnover

With a low turnover rate, each population can fully adapt to the nuances

of the environment; local adaptation occurs if the speed of evolution is faster than

the local turnover rate. As local adaptation starts, any immigrant from another

population will be unable to invade because members of the local population have

higher fitness in this environment. The adapted population can change genotypes

after an extinction and recolonization event, and local adaptation begins again. This

process blurs the line between ecotype and a locally adapted population: when is a

new ecotype created? These populations will be genetically differentiated, but related

genotypes potentially will occupy similar environmental conditions. A high dispersal

rate ensures that there will not be any relationships between genetic relatedness and

geography that cannot be explained by environmental conditions.

Phylogenies with clades containing only intrapopulation isolates may indicate

local adaptation, as found with 3-chlorobenzoate-degrading soil bacteria (Fulthorpe

et al., 1998) and fluorescent Pseudomonas isolates (Cho and Tiedje, 2000). Two

studies found that bacteria with global distributions had local adaption of either

bacteria resistance to the local phage population (Kunin et al., 2008) or successful

phage infection to local bacteria compared to allopatric infections (Vos et al., 2009);

both studies found no correlation between genetic distance and geographic distance

between populations (Kunin et al., 2008; Vos et al., 2009). Temperature profiles

of seven Actinobacteria isolates with identical 16S genes had different temperature-

growth profiles that matched local environmental conditions (Hahn and Pockl, 2005).

These cases provide evidence for dispersal not swamping out local adaptation. How-

ever, few studies have tested if members from one population can invade another
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population’s habitat.

Transplant experiments are the gold standard to test for local adaptation.

Miller et al. ruled out local adaptation by testing fitnesses in the presence or ab-

sence of a nitrate source of two thermophilic Mastigocladus populations, one from a

nitrogen-rich environment and one from a nitrogen-poor environment (2006). There

was no fitness difference between the two populations in these environments, and

genetic analysis suggested that the two populations remained separated by a lack of

dispersal but not by local adaptation (Miller et al., 2006). Soil transplantation exper-

iments with Bacillus mycoides showed mixed results with some, but not all, isolates

growing significantly better in their source soil than surrounding soil (Belotte et al.,

2003). The reasons for inconsistent results of isolates in this study remain unknown.

Low Dispersal, High Turnover

High turnover rates prevent local adaptation, but a low dispersal rate ensures

that the colonizing genotypes come from geographically local populations. This pro-

cess describes population dynamics of metapopulations. There will be biogeographic

structure for populations with environmentally similar habitats, as populations are

more genetically related to other local populations. Members of a metapopulation mi-

grate to nearby populations, compared to Baas Becking’s hypothesis of unrestricted

movement. If local dispersion is more frequent than global dispersion, local migrants

will outnumber global migrants and the population will consist of local genotypes.

Species of bacteria can have a global distribution by individuals jumping between

suitable habitats, but each population remains genetically similar to adjacent popu-

lations.
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While microbial metapopulations have been artificially created (Keymer et al.,

2006), the genetic criteria for validating metapopulations are vague. Previous research

has shown several examples of globally distributed microbes that have geographic

structure and multiple genotypes within each population, which agrees with metapop-

ulation predictions but potentially agrees with local adaptation predictions as well.

This pattern has been reported in 3-chlorobenzoate-degrading bacteria (Fulthorpe

et al., 1998), spore-forming Myxococcus xanthus soil populations (Vos and Velicer,

2008), and the freshwater diatom Sellaphora capitata (Evans et al., 2009). The cor-

relation between geography and genotypes in these examples suggests that there is

not a high rate of global dispersal, even though these species are found globally.

Low Dispersal, Low Turnover

Low dispersal combined with low turnover will result in endemic species that

are adapted to the local environment. These species must only be found in one patch

or a set of local patches. To define an endemic species, there is a requirement that

uncolonized patches of suitable habitat exist, but low dispersal prevents immigrants

from reaching these patches. If only one patch exists for the species, then the species

may be considered cosmopolitan, as it is no longer influenced by the rate of dispersal.

The most cited cases of endemism in microbes are in hot spring cyanobacteria

(Papke et al., 2003) and the thermoacidophile Sulfolobus (Whitaker et al., 2003). In

both cases, isolate sequences clustered by geography with no evidence of dispersal past

small distances (Papke et al., 2003; Whitaker et al., 2003). Additional sequencing of

Sulfolobus strains showed extensive evidence of recombination within populations but

not between populations (Whitaker et al., 2005), and fully sequenced genomes contin-

ued to support complete geographic isolation (Reno et al., 2009). However, Cho and
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Tiedje showed geographic isolation in Pseudomonas strains in 38 soil samples over

4 continents; genetic distance of ITS-RFLP (restriction fragment length polymor-

phism) correlated with geographic distance, with an estimated range of 197 km for

each genotype (2000). Foti et al. found a significant correlation between populations

of the haloalkaliphile Thioalkalivibrio and geography across several soda lakes in five

regions (2006). Salt, pH, and alkalinity could not explain these differences, and Foti

et al. suggested local endemism for the species (2006). However, strict biogeographic

separation was not found; genetic clustering intertwined Egyptian and Kenyan pop-

ulations, along with Mongolian and Siberian populations (Foti et al., 2006). This

suggested that limited dispersal was present between sets of local habitats. It is un-

known which phenotypes or life history traits cause endemicity in microbial species.

While most of these endemic species are extremophiles that cannot survive outside

of their environments, Thioalkalivibrio, which has an environmentally stable resting

state, and the common soil bacteria Pseudomonas have evidence of limited dispersal

and suggest that other phenotypes or variables may be responsible.

Concluding Remarks

This analysis examines extreme values of both dispersal rates and community

turnover rates. Instead, these rates exist as a continuum, and the four presented

patterns of population dynamics blend into each other. One possibility is that all

four population dynamics exist for various species. However, interpretations of cos-

mopolitanism and local adaptation could be caused by a lack of informative genetic

markers that distinguish populations. As more genetic data are collected in microbial

populations, more within species variation is found (for example, Thompson et al.,

2005). Researchers must then investigate if local variation does exist for species pre-
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viously classified as cosmopolitan and which phenotypes or life history traits prevent

endemic species from spreading globally.

3.3 Introduction

The decreasing cost of sequencing and rise of metagenomic studies have created

an exponential increase in microbial genetic data (Simon and Daniel, 2009). This

influx has pushed microbial ecology past examining cultured species and into studying

the diversity of microbes in their natural habitat. These data have allowed researchers

to examine the distributions of bacteria in the environment and to ask if bacteria

species are found globally wherever their habitats are found. As a result, we know

that many examined species are globally distributed (for example, Tyson et al., 2004;

Cermeno and Falkowski, 2009), although species are still restricted to environments

in which they can thrive (Horner-Devine et al., 2004; Martiny et al., 2009a). There

are a few notable endemic exceptions to this pattern (Papke et al., 2003; Whitaker

et al., 2003; Foti et al., 2006), but there are few hypotheses addressing the causes of

bacteria endemicity.

These studies implicitly suggest that dispersal is a binary force, and that

dispersal either constantly distributes a species globally or is unable to reach all

possible habitats for endemic species. Dispersal is instead a continuum of rates even

for microbes (Telford et al., 2006). At one extreme, endemic species rarely disperse

and colonize new environments. Increased dispersal will otherwise carry species across

the globe but at a rate proportional to the dispersal rate. Two species might both

be globally dispersed, but one might take a century for a population to spread across

continents while the other only takes a single year. As most microbial lineages are
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millions of years old (for example, Moran et al., 1993), this allows species with limited

dispersal to be globally distributed.

For example, influenza A exhibits these dispersal differences. New immunologi-

cal strains that infect humans develop each year and are cycled across each hemisphere

over the course of a single season. An exception to this is strain H5N1, also known as

avian flu. Although it can infect humans, its dispersal is limited to bird-to-bird and

bird-to-human transfers. Strain H5N1 has taken three years to spread from Asia to

the Middle East, with the Americas and Australia still not infected (Kalthoff et al.,

2010). There is little doubt that avian flu will be globally circulated eventually, but

the time scale for dispersal is different than other human influenza A strains due to

a more limited method of dispersal.

The connectedness of populations has large implications for the evolution and

ecology of microbial populations. Populations predominately exchanging migrants

with adjacent populations will result in biogeographic patterns. For example, previ-

ous research has examined several examples of globally distributed bacteria that have

geographic structure (Green et al., 2004; Langenheder and Ragnarsson, 2007; Wang

et al., 2008; Östman et al., 2009) and multiple genotypes within each population

(Fulthorpe et al., 1998; Vos and Velicer, 2008; Evans et al., 2009), which is evidence

for metapopulation dynamics. Fluctuating environments that drive local populations

to extinction are susceptible to metapopulation source-sink dynamics; such fluctua-

tion occur in many microbial habitats such as seasonal wetlands (Keith-Roach et al.,

2002), tropical forest soils (Pett-Ridge and Firestone, 2005), and thermal stratifica-

tion mixing in aquatic habitats (Fouilland et al., 2007). Populations that remain in

a constant environment will evolve to be effective competitors in this local habitat
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(Belotte et al., 2003; Hahn and Pockl, 2005; Kunin et al., 2008) and will poten-

tially outcompete the onslaught of invaders dispersing from other locations. These

processes will also result in genetic differentiation between geographically separated

populations in addition to biogeographic patterns caused by environmental selection

that determine which species survive in a given habitat (Horner-Devine et al., 2004;

Martiny et al., 2009a).

Dispersal rates have a key role in determining how quickly mutations and novel

genes can spread worldwide. Even with global-mixed populations, will a new antibi-

otic resistance gene take one, ten, or twenty years to reach all populations around the

world? The increased use of genetically modified bacteria for industrial applications

creates the potential for a release of these genes into migrating populations; we are

unable to predict these effects without dispersal data for appropriate microbes. Stud-

ies measuring aerosol dispersal rates have been invaluable in revealing which groups

of prokaryotes can disperse through wind currents (Kellogg and Griffin, 2006; Brodie

et al., 2007; Fierer et al., 2008), but measuring dispersal rates is not enough to predict

the population-level effects of immigration. We must also investigate how often immi-

grants start a population in pristine locations or how often immigrants significantly

modify the genetic structure of an existing population.

In the viral example above, the reason for variation in dispersal speed be-

tween influenza A strains is known—a lack of human-to-human dispersal in avian flu.

However, the potential factors determining dispersal and colonization in bacteria are

unknown as are the relative roles of environmental selection and physical distance

between populations. Bacteria groups are not expected to act identically across the

domain. Instead, which phenotypes and life history traits have an impact on the
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biogeography of species, whether this biogeography is caused by the environment or

by low dispersal rates?

If dispersal plays a role in where bacteria genotypes are found, then there

should be a positive correlation between genetic relatedness and geographic distance.

However, similar environmental conditions can also cause such a relationship; similar

environments are found spatially closer to each other than dissimilar environments.

Therefore, all three components are necessary to investigate the role of dispersal.

With the sizable amount of 16S genetic data available (Desantis et al., 2006; Cole

et al., 2007; Pruesse et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007), I have investigated biogeographic

patterns in 65 diverse, free-living genera and families across the bacterial domain. My

bioinformatic analysis of this gene used information about the collection locations and

collection environment of the samples. Multiple regressions of genetic distances, with

geographic distances and environmental distances as explanatory variables, revealed

whether genetic diversity can be explained by the environment or geography and if

these patterns are affected by the phenotypes or phylogenetic classifications of these

bacteria. Although such an analysis used a slowly-evolving gene (Kuo and Ochman,

2009), this approach revealed global patterns within species and between genera.

3.4 Materials and Methods

16S Sequences and Phylogenetics

I chose 65 different genera or families of bacteria based on the RDB II (Cole

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007) and GreenGenes classification (Desantis et al., 2006)

(Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). I selected these groups to represent the diversity across

the bacteria domain while avoiding obligate parasites, because their distributions
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rely on host movements. I downloaded all sequences in the 65 families and genera

from the Ribosomal Database Project II (RDPII) Release 9.50 on May 2, 2007 (Cole

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007) and from the GreenGenes database updated on April

27, 2007 (Desantis et al., 2006) except for the Acidimicrobium, Dietzia, Nocardioides,

Kitasatospora, and Leifsonia sequences downloaded on March 28, 2007. All sequences

were 1200 base pairs or longer and were tested for chimeric sequences by the respective

databases. GreenGene sequences also had less than 50 non-canonical base pairs.

I aligned each group of sequences using ClustalW 1.83 with default parameters

(Thompson et al., 2004). Using MacClade 4.05 (Maddison and Maddison, 2000), I

trimmed edges and removed sequences that were missing more than three informative

sites on either edge of the alignment. I reviewed and corrected the alignment twice

by eye for each group. I removed sites with more than 5% gaps.

For each group, I determined the appropriate model of substitution using

the Akaike information criterion calculated from Modeltest 3.7 (Posada and Cran-

dall, 1998; Posada and Buckley, 2004) and Paup* 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2003). I also

used Paup* to calculate two parsimony trees using stepwise-addition or neighbor-

joining. I ran Garli 0.951 (Zwickl, 2006) five times with each starting tree and ap-

propriate models of substitution and selected the resulting tree with the highest log

likelihood score from the ten runs. I calculated pairwise genetic distances for all se-

quences in each tree (4758 unique sequences with location information, average of

73.2 sequences/genus, standard deviation of 66.8 sequences after eliminating single-

site clades). These trees provided pairwise genetic distances and a hierarchal clas-

sification of sequences. Smaller clades may have represented a single population or

metapopulation of sequences, while larger clades would have a reduced biogeographic
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Figure 3.2: Phylogenetic relationships between the focal 65 bacteria families
and genera
This highly conservative phylogenetic tree shows the widely accepted relationships be-
tween the examined groups.
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Group Phyla / Subphyla
Number  of 
Described 
Species

Number of 
Unique 

Sequences

Number of 
Land Sites

Number of 
Water Sites

Acetivibrio Firmicutes 3 237 54 23
Acidimicrobium Actinobacteria 1 76 37 10
Acidithiobacillus γ-proteobacteria 4 77 33 8

Acidobacterium Acidobacteria 6 353 54 14
Alteromonas γ-proteobacteria 9 93 24 32

Anabaena Cyanobacteria 56 52 35 9
Anaerolinea Chloroflexi 2 330 67 38
Aphanizomenon Cyanobacteria 8 64 30 8
Arcobacter ε-proteobacteria 6 72 34 22

Azoarcus β-proteobacteria 8 65 33 11

Azospirillum α-proteobacteria 13 64 41 18

Bartonella α-proteobacteria 19 37 24 5

Blastopirellula Planctomycetes 1 84 41 26
Bosea α-proteobacteria 5 19 13 6

Brachyspira Spirochaetes 7 22 12 1
Brevibacillus Firmicutes 15 38 29 10
Chitinophaga Bacteroidetes 11 165 56 20
Chlorobiaceae Chlorobi 12 41 24 11
Chryseobacterium Bacteroidetes 36 89 52 14
Conexibacter Actinobacteria 1 52 24 6
Dehalococcoides Dehalococcoides 0 35 17 6
Deinococcus Deinococcus-Thermus 36 45 24 10
Desulfomicrobium δ-proteobacteria 7 36 19 5

Dietzia Actinobacteria 8 18 15 6
Dysgonomonas Bacteroidetes 3 60 34 12
Entomoplasma Tenericutes 6 10 9 5
Erysipelotrichaceae Firmicutes 6 99 23 12
Erythrobacter α-proteobacteria 8 99 21 30

FamilyThree Cyanobacteria 106 63 34
Fusobacterium Fusobacteria 14 39 20 7
Gemmata Planctomycetes 1 31 23 5
Gemmatimonas Gemmatimonadetes 1 143 36 10
Halobacillus Firmicutes 16 46 16 13
Hymenobacter Bacteroidetes 13 37 16 4
Kitasatospora Actinobacteria 23 36 24 9
Klebsiella γ-proteobacteria 5 74 26 10

Lachnospira Firmicutes 2 92 8 3
Lactococcus Firmicutes 6 45 25 14
Leifsonia Actinobacteria 14 64 40 14
Microcystis Cyanobacteria 17 40 21 7
Moraxella γ-proteobacteria 18 7 6 1

Moritella γ-proteobacteria 7 22 5 14

Nitrosomonas β-proteobacteria 9 35 23 11

Nitrospira Nitrospira 2 60 33 18
Nocardioides Actinobacteria 39 79 41 18
Pedobacter Bacteroidetes 29 111 56 15
Photobacterium γ-proteobacteria 16 80 34 35

Photorhabdus γ-proteobacteria 3 11 10 6

Polaribacter Bacteroidetes 6 42 12 10
Porphyromonas Bacteroidetes 16 29 16 6
Prochlorococcus Cyanobacteria 1 118 34 44
Pseudoxanthomonas γ-proteobacteria 13 30 22 8

Psychrobacter γ-proteobacteria 30 107 36 21

Rhodoplanes α-proteobacteria 3 70 20 5

Sulfitobacter α-proteobacteria 9 97 27 27

Sulfobacillus Firmicutes 5 26 16 3
Sulfuricurvum ε-proteobacteria 1 52 17 2

Sulfurihydrogenibium Aquificae 5 66 12 5
Thermoanaerobacter Firmicutes 14 26 17 12
Thermodesulfobacterium Thermodesulfobacteria 4 24 6 2
Thermotoga Thermotogae 9 14 8 7
Thermus Deinococcus-Thermus 9 57 22 5
Turicibacter Firmicutes 1 98 13 6
Variovorax β-proteobacteria 4 55 29 10

Verrucomicrobium Verrucomicrobia 1 257 51 26

Table 3.1: Characteristics of families and genera
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pattern because of the inclusion of more than one species.

I attempted to find the location, habitat of collection, month and year of

collection, and earliest recorded month and year for each of the 11,670 sequence using

data from sequence databases, journals, and personal communications. I succeeded

in 70.5%, 89.2%, 42.2% and 100% of the sequences, respectively. An additional 9.9%

of sequences have approximate locations with more than 100 km of uncertainty. I

categorized the habitat environment for each sequence into nested categories (Figure

3.3). I calculated pairwise geographic distance using great circle distances.

Environmental Data

I collated environmental data from the United States Geological Survey

(http://gisdata.usgs.gov/), NASA Earth Observations (http://neo.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov),

the CRU CL 2.0 data set from The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research (New

et al., 2000), and ISRIC World Soil Information (http://www.isric.org/NR/exeres/

545B0669-6743-402B-B79A-DBF57E9FA67F.htm). I divided the environmental vari-

ables into 51 land-related (Table 3.2) and 12 water-related variables (Table 3.3). I

classified the sequence locations into land-based and water-based sites. Sites border-

ing large bodies of water were classified as both types. I grouped sequences collected

in locations less than 100 km from each other into a single site (average of 27.1 land

sites/genus, standard deviation of 14.6 land sites; average of 12.7 water sites/genus,

standard deviation of 9.7 water sites), and I averaged environmental variables for a

50 km radius around each site. I found sequences from 619 land sites and 303 water

sites.

I used principle component analysis (PCA) using R 2.6.2 (R Development

Core Team, 2009) to examine the variance of the environmental variables within the
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Figure 3.3: Nested habitat categories
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Figure 3.3: Nested habitat categories (cont’d)
I placed each sequence into as specific category as possible based on the described
habitat. Smaller categories on the right are members of larger categories to the left.
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Variable Units Resolution Date Range Source

Latitude Degrees 1 x 1 minute -- Lit.

Longitude Degrees 1 x 1 minute -- Lit.

Vegetation Index, Average Across Months Ratio 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Vegetation Index, St. Dev. Across Months Ratio 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Land Surface Temperature Day, Average Across Months Degrees Celsius 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Land Surface Temperature Day, St. Dev. Across Months Degrees Celsius 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Land Surface Temperature Night, Average Across Months Degrees Celsius 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Land Surface Temperature Night, St. Dev. Across Months Degrees Celsius 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Net Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Net Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Outgoing Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Outgoing Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Reflected Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Reflected Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 12/2007 NASA
Elevation Meters 10 x 10 minute -- TCCCR
Diurnal Range, Average Across Months Degrees Celsius 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Diurnal Range, St. Dev. Across Months Degrees Celsius 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Ground Frost Days, Average Across Months Number of Days per Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Ground Frost Days, St. Dev. Across Months Number of Days per Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Humidity, Average Across Months Percent 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Humidity, St. Dev. Across Months Percent 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Mean Temperature, Average Across Months Degrees Celsius 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Mean Temperature, St. Dev. Across Months Degrees Celsius 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Precipitation, Average Across Months Millimeters / Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Precipitation, Average St. Dev. for Each Month Millimeters / Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Precipitation, Average St. Dev. Across Months Millimeters / Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Sunshine Days, Average Across Months Percent of Daylength 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Sunshine Days, St. Dev. Across Months Percent of Daylength 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Wet Days, Average Across Months Number of Days per Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Wet Days, St. Dev. Across Months Number of Days per Month 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Windspeed, Average Across Months Meters / Second 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Windspeed, St. Dev. Across Months Meters / Second 10 x 10 minute 1/1961 - 12/1990 TCCCR
Coarse Fragments Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Sand Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Silt Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Clay Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Bulk Density Kilogram / Decameter3 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Available Water Capacity Centimeter / Meter 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Cation Exchange Capacity Soil Centimol / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Base Saturation Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Cation Exchange Capacity Clay Centimol / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
pH Ratio 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Total Carbonate Equivalent Grams / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Gypsum Content Gram / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Electrical Conductivity Decasiemens / Meter 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Organic Carbon Gram / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Total Nitrogen Gram / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
C/N Ratio Ratio 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Effective CEC Centimol / Kilogram 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Exchangeable Aluminum Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC
Exchangeable Na Percent 5 x 5 minute -- ISRIC

Table 3.2: Environmental variables for land-based regressions
I used these environmental variables from the listed sources for the principle compo-
nent analysis. I used the following abbreviations: Lit. for variables taken from the
literature; NASA for NASA Earth Observations; TCCCR for The Tyndall Centre for
Climate Change Research; ISRIC for ISRIC World Soil Information.
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Variable Units Resolution Date Range Source

Latitude Degrees 1 x 1 minute -- Lit.
Longitude Degrees 1 x 1 minute -- Lit.
Water Radiance, Average Across Months Milliwatts / Centimeter2/ Micrometer /sr 15 x 15 minute 12/2006 - 11/2007 NASA
Water Radiance, St. Dev. Across Months Milliwatts / Centimeter2/ Micrometer /sr 15 x 15 minute 12/2006 - 11/2007 NASA
Net Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meter2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Net Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meter2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Ocean Chlorophyll, Average Across Months Milligrams / Meter3 15 x 15 minute 12/2006 - 11/2007 NASA
Ocean Chlorophyll, St. Dev. Across Months Milligrams / Meter3 15 x 15 minute 12/2006 - 11/2007 NASA
Outgoing Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Outgoing Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Reflected Radiation, Average Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA
Reflected Radiation, St. Dev. Across Months Watts / Meters2 15 x 15 minute 1/2007 - 11/2007 NASA

Table 3.3: Environmental variables for water-based regressions
I used these environmental variables from the listed sources for the principle compo-
nent analysis. I used the following abbreviations: Lit. for variables taken from the
literature; NASA for NASA Earth Observations.

land sites and within the water sites separately. Sixty land sites were missing a total

of 1237 variables (3.9% of the total number of variables) and 14 water sites were

missing a total of 54 variables (1.5% of the total variables). These sites were not

included in the PCA analysis, and I used random values taken from the distribution

of each environmental variable to fill in the missing variables. I calculated pairwise

environmental distances using the Euclidian distance of these principle components

weighted by the proportion of variance explained for each component. I used two

perpendicular components for land sites (43.2% of variance explained) and three

perpendicular components for water sites (64.2% of variance explained) based on

scree plots.

Genera Phenotypes

I reviewed published descriptions of new species in each genus or family for

phenotypes characterizing their relationship to oxygen, pH growth range, optimal pH

for growth, temperature growth range, optimal temperature for growth, guanine and
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cystine percent content, maximum salt percent for growth, doubling time, and pres-

ence of sporulation or an environmentally resistant form (Table 3.4). I amended this

data with the phenotypes described in Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology

(Holt and Krieg, 1984; Garrity, 2001), Bergey’s Manual of Deterministic Bacteriology

(Holt, 1993), and The Prokaryotes (Balows, 1992). Dehalococcoides contained no cul-

tured or described species, and Family Three contained a variable number of species

based on species descriptions but includes cyanobacteria groups I, IV, IX, XII, and

XIII. Maximum, minimum, and shortest values were for any member in the genus

or family. Relationship to oxygen included all described members of the group, and

sporulation was recorded if any member species had this capability.

Genetic Regressions

For each of the 65 group-specific phylogenetic trees, I collapsed clades com-

prised of sequences only from one site into a single sequence. I examined each clade

in the phylogenetic trees that contained at least four unique sites and at least seven

sequences. For each clade, I calculated the linear regression between pairwise genetic

distances and pairwise geographic distances as well as the linear regression between

pairwise genetic distances and pairwise environmental distances. I also calculated

the multiple linear regression with genetic distances as a dependent variable, environ-

mental distances as an independent variable, and geographic distances as a second

independent variable (R Development Core Team, 2009). These regressions were done

both for land sites and water sites for each clade if the clade had at least four sites

of both types. To calculate p-values, I compared the coefficient of determination of

these regressions to regressions of 9,999 randomizations of sequence/site data while

maintaining the phylogenetic structure of the clade.
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Group
Relationship 
to Oxygen

pH Minimum
Midpoint 

Optimal pH
pH Maximum

Temperature 
Minimum

Midpoint 
Optimal 

Temperature

Acetivibrio AN 6.0 7.15 8.6 20.0 33.50
Acidimicrobium AE 2.00 25.0 47.50
Acidithiobacillus FA 0.5 2.50 5.5 10.0 38.50
Acidobacterium AE, AN 3.0 6.25 8.0 20.0
Alteromonas AE 6.0 7.75 10.0 4.0 27.50

Anabaena AE
Anaerolinea AN 6.0 7.00 8.0 55.0 55.00
Aphanizomenon AE 8.3 19.00

Arcobacter FA 6.8 8.0 10.0 22.50
Azoarcus FA 6.0 7.50 9.0 34.00
Azospirillum AE, FA 5.5 6.00 8.5 30.50
Bartonella AE 7.25 20.0 31.00
Blastopirellula AE 29.00
Bosea AE 5.0 7.00 9.0 15.0 33.50
Brachyspira AN 37.0 40.25
Brevibacillus AE 4.5 6.25 9.0 15.0 38.00
Chitinophaga AE 4.0 7.00 10.0 12.0 27.00
Chlorobiaceae AN 4.5 6.85 7.8 5.0 33.50
Chryseobacterium AE 4.0 7.25 10.0 5.0 31.50

Conexibacter AE 6.0 7.25 8.0 4.0 32.50
Dehalococcoides AN
Deinococcus AE, FA 3.8 7.50 11.0 0.5 25.00
Desulfomicrobium AN 6.5 7.05 8.0 15.0 46.50
Dietzia AE 7.0 8.50 10.0 5.0 33.50
Dysgonomonas FA 25.00
Entomoplasma AE, FA 10.0 26.50
Erysipelotrichaceae AN, FA 6.7 7.40 9.2 15.0 33.50
Erythrobacter AE 5.0 7.50 10.0 2.0 31.00
Family Three AE 0.0
Fusobacterium AN 6.8 6.80 7.0 30.0 37.00
Gemmata AE 7.8 8.8 16.0
Gemmatimonas AE 6.5 7.00 9.5 25.0 30.00
Halobacillus AE 5.0 8.00 11.0 4.0 34.50
Hymenobacter AE 5.0 6.50 10.0 -0.5 20.00

Kitasatospora AE 5.0 7.25 11.5 15.0 26.50
Klebsiella FA 6.30 4.0 37.00
Lachnospira AN 30.0 38.00
Lactococcus FA 9.2 10.0 30.00
Leifsonia AE 5.0 7.50 11.0 0.0 21.50
Microcystis AE 21.00
Moraxella AE 28.0 29.50
Moritella FA 4.5 8.00 10.5 -3.0 13.50
Nitrosomonas AE 6.0 7.75 8.0 -5.0 30.00
Nitrospira AE 7.80 15.0 29.50
Nocardioides AE 5.5 7.50 12.1 16.0 23.25
Pedobacter AE 5.0 7.25 10.0 1.0
Photobacterium FA 4.0 7.50 11.0 4.0 24.50
Photorhabdus FA 15.0 28.00
Polaribacter FA 5.5 7.50 -1.5 16.00
Porphyromonas AN 37.00
Prochlorococcus AE 13.0 25.00

Pseudoxanthomonas AE 6.0 7.50 11.0 5.0 37.50
Psychrobacter AE, FA 5.0 7.75 10.0 -10.0 25.00

Rhodoplanes FA 5.5 7.50 9.0 20.0 32.50
Sulfitobacter AE 6.0 7.50 11.0 4.0 21.00
Sulfobacillus FA 1.1 2.25 5.0 17.0 47.50
Sulfuricurvum FA 7.00 25.00

Sulfurihydrogenibium AE, FA 5.3 6.75 8.8 40.0 71.50
Thermoanaerobacter AN 4.4 6.75 9.8 32.5 70.50
Thermodesulfobacterium AN 6.0 7.05 8.0 45.0 70.00
Thermotoga AN 5.5 7.00 9.0 50.0 73.00
Thermus AE 5.0 8.00 10.0 45.0 67.50
Turicibacter AN 6.5 7.50 8.0 25.0 37.00

Variovorax AE 5.0 7.50 9.5 4.0 30.00
Verrucomicrobium FA 29.50

Table 3.4: Phenotypes of families and genera
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Group
Temperature 

Maximum
Midpoint G+C 

Percent
Maximum 

NaCl Percent

Shortest 
Doubling 

Time (Hours)

Sporulation / 
Environmental 
Resistant Form

Acetivibrio 45.0 41.00 1 No

Acidimicrobium 50.0 68.00 6 No

Acidithiobacillus 52.0 58.00 0 2.3 No

Acidobacterium 37.0 58.30 3.5 10 No
Alteromonas 40.0 44.65 10 No

Anabaena 41.0 41.10 3.5 81.6 Yes
Anaerolinea 60.0 54.50 1 48 No
Aphanizomenon 41.10 3 Yes

Arcobacter 40.0 29.00 7 No

Azoarcus 45.0 65.00 2 No

Azospirillum 44.0 68.35 3 No

Bartonella 37.0 39.05 5.8 No

Blastopirellula 32.0 55.50 6.1 No

Bosea 37.0 67.00 4.2 No

Brachyspira 42.0 25.90 1 No

Brevibacillus 58.0 48.85 3 Yes
Chitinophaga 37.0 44.50 7 No

Chlorobiaceae 55.0 51.55 5 24 No
Chryseobacterium 42.0 35.10 3 No

Conexibacter 37.0 71.00 2 50 No

Dehalococcoides 47.95 19.2 No

Deinococcus 45.0 64.25 5 Yes
Desulfomicrobium 55.0 56.20 8 11 No

Dietzia 42.0 69.55 10 No

Dysgonomonas 43.0 38.25 No

Entomoplasma 32.0 30.50 No

Erysipelotrichaceae 44.0 38.00 No

Erythrobacter 40.0 63.50 12 No

Family Three 45.0 45.00 5 72 Yes
Fusobacterium 45.0 30.00 No

Gemmata 35.0 64.50 11 No

Gemmatimonas 35.0 66.00 11 No

Halobacillus 50.0 42.90 25 0.4 Yes
Hymenobacter 42.0 60.50 4 Yes
Kitasatospora 42.0 71.25 3.5 Yes
Klebsiella 43.0 55.50 No

Lachnospira 45.0 43.50 0.92 No

Lactococcus 45.0 38.50 6.5 No

Leifsonia 42.0 69.90 5 No

Microcystis 35.0 41.75 1 No

Moraxella 37.0 44.75 6 No

Moritella 21.0 44.15 5 No

Nitrosomonas 30.0 49.65 5.26 No

Nitrospira 40.0 53.45 3.50 12 No

Nocardioides 38.0 70.50 10.00 No

Pedobacter 37.0 39.40 5.80 No

Photobacterium 45.0 43.90 6 No

Photorhabdus 38.0 44.00 No

Polaribacter 28.0 31.60 2.50 No

Porphyromonas 49.00 0.80 No
Prochlorococcus 29.0 32.00 4 48 No

Pseudoxanthomonas 60.0 65.05 3 No
Psychrobacter 39.0 46.35 16 No

Rhodoplanes 43.0 68.25 1 No

Sulfitobacter 37.0 59.35 8 No

Sulfobacillus 60.0 51.60 1.4 Yes
Sulfuricurvum 45.00 0 No

Sulfurihydrogenibium 80.0 31.55 4.80 1.33 No

Thermoanaerobacter 80.0 35.00 5 Yes
Thermodesulfobacterium 85.0 34.50 5.50 Yes
Thermotoga 90.0 44.60 6 0.75 No

Thermus 80.0 67.85 4.00 No
Turicibacter 46.0 36.90 No

Variovorax 40.0 68.60 3.00 No

Verrucomicrobium 34.0 58.50 1.00 No

Table 3.4: Phenotypes of families and genera (cont’d)
All phenotypes are for cultured members of the families or genera. The reported values
are for the species that listed these phenotypes in the type species description. A blank
for any phenotype indicates that no species descriptions mentioned the phenotype.
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To ensure correlations were not caused by sequences at a singe site, I jack-

knifed each clade by calculating sets of the same linear and multiple regressions while

removing all sequences from a single site, for each site in the clade. I removed clades

from the analysis if their lowest z-score from the jackknifes of any regression was

lower than the 10th percentile of lowest z-scores using 100,000 simulations of random

numbers from a normal distribution. I corrected the p-values of the remaining clades

using a false-discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 within each phylogenetic group due to the

non-independence of phylogenetic clades (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

Regression Statistics and Additional Data

For clades with more than one statistically significant multiple regression, I

chose the clade with the highest proportion of variance explained from the multiple

regression from the set of nonindependent clades. This resulted in a list of clades that

have significant results but do not overlap in sequences. I focused on the relation-

ship between multiple regression statistics and four other categories of information:

phenotypes of bacteria in the clade, statistical significance with land sites or water

sites, phylogenetic classifications of the clades, and habitat designation. I used eight

statistical properties of each statistically significant regression: the geographic dis-

tance slope, environmental distance slope, coefficient of determination for geographic

distance alone, coefficient of determination for environment alone, coefficient of deter-

mination for the multiple regression, amount of variance explained by the geographic

distance alone, amount of variance explained by the environmental distance alone,

and amount of variance explained by both distance measures. The proportion of

variance explained by both geography and environment can be negative in the case

of antagonistic synergy of the distance measures.
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For continuous phenotypes, I computed the Pearson’s correlation between the

phenotype and these eight regression statistics. I used a Mantel test with 999 random-

izations to test for significance (Mantel, 1967) and a FDR of 0.05 for each phenotype

to correct for multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). For categorical phe-

notypes, I used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare the distributions of the eight

regression statistics between the phenotypes. I again used a FDR of 0.05 (Benjamini

and Hochberg, 1995).

I computed a principle component analysis of all significant multiple regres-

sions using seven statistical properties: geographic distance slope, environmental dis-

tance slope, coefficient of determination for geographic distance alone, coefficient of

determination for environment alone, coefficient of determination for the multiple

regression, proportion of variance explained by the geographic distance alone, and

proportion of variance explained by the environmental distance alone. I compared

water-site regressions to land-site regressions as well as the phylogenetic placement

of clades into Actinobacteria, α-proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, Cyanobacteria, Fir-

micutes, γ-proteobacteria, Proteobacteria, or Gram-positive bacteria. I also used a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with a FDR of 0.05 to compare these sets of distributions.

For habitat designation at each rank level (Figure 3.3), I used a Mantel test

(Mantel, 1967) with 999 randomizations and a FDR of 0.05 to test for significance

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). I used the most frequent habitat in the first and

second rank (Figure 3.3) for all clades to compare categories with the eight regression

statistics using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and a 0.05 FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg,

1995). This was done separately for land-based and water-based significant multiple

regressions.
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Calculation of Distance by Wind

I built a Markov model of surface winds by dividing the Earth into a cylinder

with grids of size 0.5 degree by 0.5 degree from 81◦ north latitude to 73◦ south latitude,

as these are the extreme latitudes with wind data. Using windspeed and wind direc-

tion data from the National Climatic Data Center (National Climatic Data Center,

2007) from 2002 until 2006 and NASA SeaWinds on QuikSCAT (National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration, 2008) along with the true dimensions of each grid

square, I calculated the probability of a particle remaining in each grid square after

24 hours and the transition matrix of wind movement to other grid squares. I succes-

sively averaged the eight surrounding grids squares for areas containing no original

wind data.

I simulated particles starting at each site (site A) and recorded the number of

time steps required for a maximum number of particles to reach every other site (site

B). The number of time steps required was then the surface wind distance starting at

site A and moving to site B. The wind distance from site B to site A then required

another simulation with particles starting at site B. The dates of collection or, if

not available, the first dates of record were used to determine the directionality of

pairwise wind distances. I used the average of both directions to calculate the wind

distance for sequences collected in the same month.

For each clade that contained at least four unique sites and at least seven

sequences, I calculated the linear regression between pairwise genetic distances and

pairwise wind distances. I also calculated the multiple regression with genetic dis-

tances as a dependent variable, environmental distances as an independent variable,

and wind distances as a second independent variable using R 2.6.2 (R Development
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Core Team, 2009). For all of these correlations, I computed p-values by comparing

the coefficient of determination of the regressions to regressions of 999 randomizations

of sequence/site data while maintaining the phylogenetic structure of the clade.

3.5 Results

Multiple Regression on Genetic Distance

To determine if there was an influence of environmental distance or geographic

distance on genetic relatedness, I calculated the multiple regression of pairwise geo-

graphic distances and pairwise environmental distances on pairwise genetic distances.

I found 53 significant, multiple regressions for land-based calculations (Table 3.5, av-

erage of 37% variance explained) and 26 significant, independent multiple regressions

for water-based calculations (Table 3.6, average of 38% variance explained). Based

on the linear regressions of pairwise genetic distances on either geographic or environ-

mental distances, I calculated the proportion of variance explained by only geographic

or by only environmental factors. Fourteen of the land-based regressions, along with

ten water-based regressions, had synergistic effects when considering both geography

and environment. The total amount of variance explained by the multiple regressions

generally decreased with increases in both the number of sequences (r = -0.54 for

land sites, r = -0.55 for water sites) and the number of sites (r = -0.61 for land sites

and r = -0.57 for water sites).

By investigating the proportion of variance explained only by geographic dis-

tance, only by environmental distance, and by both geographic and environmental

distances, I found that both environmental and geographic distances explained most

of the genetic variance across water-based regressions (Figure 3.4). Two different
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Group
Number of 
Sequences

Number 
of Sites

Average 
Genetic 
Distance

Adjusted 
p-Value

Variance 
Explained by 

Geography Alone

Variance 
Explained by 

Environment Alone

Variance Explained 
by Geography or 

Environment

Total 
Variance 
Explained

Prochlorococcus
Dysgonomonas
Pedobacter
Anaerolinea
Nocardioides
Photobacterium
Polaribacter
Acidithiobacillus
Leifsonia
Halobacillus
Thermus
Anabaena
Rhodoplanes
Pedobacter
Thermodesulfobacterium
Gemmatimonas
Acetivibrio
Lactococcus
Dehalococcoides
Acidobacterium
Sulfuricurvum
Hymenobacter
Chryseobacterium
Lachnospira
FamilyThree
Sulfurihydrogenibium
Klebsiella
Gemmatimonas
Pedobacter
Aphanizomenon
Erysipelotrichaceae
Azospirillum
Bartonella
Deinococcus
Conexibacter
Verrucomicrobium
Turicibacter
FamilyThree
Acidobacterium
Halobacillus
Acetivibrio
Thermoanaerobacter
Azoarcus
Desulfomicrobium
Sulfitobacter
Pedobacter
Gemmatimonas
Brachyspira
Azospirillum
Chryseobacterium
FamilyThree
Psychrobacter
Alteromonas

69 34 0.026 0.014 0.04 0.04
60 34 0.245 0.013 0.02 0.02 0.04
25 19 0.038 0.019 0.04 0.01 0.05
60 24 0.077 0.000 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05
27 17 0.116 0.000 0.09 0.01 0.10
24 16 0.100 0.049 0.05 0.03 ++0.02 0.10
20 12 0.064 0.027 0.11 0.11
41 19 0.548 0.039 0.11 0.02 0.12
14 12 0.009 0.047 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.14
9 6 0.092 0.031 0.07 ++0.08 0.15
17 11 0.007 0.004 0.15 0.01 0.16
48 34 0.024 0.000 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.17
35 15 0.016 0.025 0.16 ++0.01 0.17
15 12 0.023 0.029 0.18 --0.01 0.17
24 6 0.099 0.038 0.03 0.02 0.14 0.19
25 13 0.080 0.012 0.23 0.23
25 9 0.128 0.025 0.15 0.08 0.24
10 7 0.008 0.028 0.21 ++0.03 0.24
26 14 0.260 0.003 0.15 0.09 0.24
12 7 0.016 0.047 0.06 0.14 0.06 0.26
10 5 0.364 0.000 0.24 ++0.02 0.26
11 9 0.064 0.037 0.27 0.27
17 13 0.136 0.012 0.28 ++0.01 0.29
12 4 0.038 0.029 0.01 0.32 0.33
15 12 0.144 0.022 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.33
12 9 0.214 0.011 0.19 0.10 0.04 0.33
20 7 0.091 0.033 0.27 0.05 ++0.02 0.34
8 4 0.281 0.007 0.09 0.26 0.34
7 5 0.020 0.049 0.08 0.01 0.28 0.37
8 8 0.022 0.006 0.27 0.04 0.07 0.37
50 4 0.106 0.000 0.17 ++0.21 0.38
8 5 0.005 0.041 0.29 ++0.09 0.38
8 6 0.002 0.025 0.39 ++0.02 0.41
8 6 0.006 0.032 0.29 0.13 0.42
18 9 0.038 0.050 0.02 0.33 ++0.09 0.44
15 6 0.085 0.010 0.41 0.03 0.44
37 10 0.207 0.004 0.29 0.02 0.13 0.44
8 7 0.088 0.044 0.47 0.47
14 6 0.327 0.048 0.46 ++0.02 0.48
11 6 0.182 0.008 0.38 0.01 0.15 0.54
31 7 0.037 0.000 0.09 0.37 0.10 0.56
8 7 0.087 0.019 0.14 0.35 0.09 0.58
10 6 0.099 0.000 0.19 0.43 0.61
12 4 0.050 0.018 0.64 0.64
15 5 0.134 0.020 0.29 0.36 0.65
7 6 0.059 0.047 0.25 ++0.41 0.66
8 5 0.095 0.030 0.02 0.51 0.15 0.68
11 6 0.040 0.007 0.03 0.69 0.72
7 4 0.056 0.042 0.01 0.71 0.02 0.74
7 5 0.023 0.029 0.45 0.03 0.26 0.74
15 12 0.102 0.000 0.32 0.01 0.43 0.75
9 5 0.037 0.017 0.48 0.02 0.36 0.85
7 5 0.074 0.011 0.49 0.46 0.94

Table 3.5: Characteristics of land-based regressions
This table presents statistics concerning statistically significant land-based regressions.
Designations of ++ indicate positive synergistic effects between geographic distance
and environmental distance, while designations of -- indicate negative synergistic
effects.
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Group
Number of 
Sequences

Number 
of Sites

Average 
Genetic 
Distance

Adjusted 
p-Value

Variance 
Explained by 

Geography Alone

Variance 
Explained by 

Environment Alone

Variance Explained 
by Geography or 

Environment

Total 
Variance 
Explained

Erythrobacter

Blastopirellula

Photobacterium

Sulfitobacter

Erysipelotrichaceae

Acidobacterium

Chlorobiaceae

Klebsiella

Arcobacter

Nocardioides

Anabaena

FamilyThree

Alteromonas

Moritella

Erythrobacter

Polaribacter

Acetivibrio

Verrucomicrobium

Azospirillum

Erythrobacter

Lactococcus

FamilyThree

Acetivibrio

Psychrobacter

Alteromonas

Conexibacter

32 20 0.045 0.026 0.03 ++0.05 0.08

24 17 0.219 0.025 0.05 0.05 0.10

40 21 0.052 0.000 0.09 ++0.04 0.13

26 11 0.023 0.017 0.11 0.01 ++0.02 0.14

12 10 0.318 0.019 0.07 0.07 0.14

15 5 0.179 0.050 0.16 0.16

13 8 0.088 0.018 0.02 ++0.15 0.17

18 4 0.005 0.028 0.18 0.18

19 13 0.168 0.050 0.15 ++0.04 0.19

10 8 0.085 0.011 0.20 0.20

14 9 0.060 0.027 0.08 0.18 0.26

9 5 0.112 0.023 0.05 0.21 0.26

10 7 0.024 0.005 0.02 0.05 ++0.20 0.27

11 6 0.017 0.037 0.17 0.09 ++0.03 0.29

19 6 0.005 0.020 0.11 0.03 ++0.17 0.31

9 7 0.041 0.009 0.27 0.15 0.42

11 6 0.207 0.000 0.01 0.02 0.50 0.53

26 9 0.238 0.000 0.09 0.44 0.54

8 5 0.024 0.029 0.29 ++0.30 0.59

12 5 0.004 0.023 0.10 0.49 0.59

8 5 0.007 0.013 0.35 0.02 ++0.22 0.59

7 6 0.138 0.011 0.02 0.60 0.62

16 4 0.199 0.023 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.62

8 5 0.041 0.019 0.05 0.69 0.73

7 5 0.100 0.025 0.00 0.94 0.94

7 5 0.074 0.028 0.01 0.15 0.79 0.94

Table 3.6: Characteristics of water-based regressions
This table presents statistics concerning statistically significant water-based regres-
sions. Designations of ++ indicate positive synergistic effects between geographic
distance and environmental distance.
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patterns emerged across land-based regressions. Either most of the variance was ex-

plained by environmental distance, or the variance was explained by a combination

of geographic distance and the shared variance of the two distances (Figure 3.5).

Geography Environment
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1 1
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Figure 3.4: Ternary graph of variance explained for water-based regressions
This figure examines the water-based regressions and shows the proportion of total
variance explained only by geographic distances, only by environmental distances, and
by both geographic and environmental distances. Light gray dots have a synergistic
effect between environmental distance and geographic distance, while dark gray dots
do not have synergistic effects.

Effects of Phenotypes, Phylogeny, and Habitat

Across either land-based or water-based significant regressions, only one phe-
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Figure 3.5: Ternary graph of proportion of variance explained for land-based
regressions
This figure examines the land-based multiple regressions and shows the proportion of
total variance explained only by geographic distances, only by environmental distances,
and by both geographic and environmental distances. Light gray dots have a synergistic
effect between environmental distance and geographic distance, while dark gray dots
do not have synergistic effects.
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notype correlated with one of the eight regression statistics tested. The slope for the

environmental distance component for water-based regressions significantly differed

between 3 spore producing groups and 23 non-spore producing groups (Figure 3.6,

p = 0.043, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). There were no significant correlations with

regression statistics and relationships to oxygen whether compared as three separate

groups (aerobic, facultative anaerobic, and anaerobic) or comparing obligate anaer-

obes with oxygen-tolerant groups.
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Figure 3.6: Distributions of environmental distance slope of water-based
regressions
This figure shows the distributions of the environmental distance slope of water-based
regressions for spore producing and non-spore producing groups. A non-spore producer
outlier of 0.021 was removed for easier visual comparison.

A principle component analysis of regression statistics showed no obvious

grouping of land-based regressions, water-based regressions, or the regressions of
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phylogenetically-related genera after examining the first three components (Figure

3.7). This finding agreed with a lack of significant results in testing regression statis-

tics of water-based regressions against land-based regressions as well as regression

statistics between phylogenetic groups. The only significant result was Proteobacte-

ria having a different environmental distance slope compared to the other regressions

(p = 0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).

Land-based regressions in soil and water habitats had significantly different

distributions with environment distance slope (Figure 3.8, p = 0.050, Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test). The distribution of geographic distance contributions to these regres-

sions also differed between habitat groups within land sites and within water sites

(Figure 3.8, p = 0.016 and p = 0.048 respectively, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). I found

similar patterns in the distribution of variance explained by both geography and en-

vironment for land-based and water-based regressions (Figure 3.8, p = 0.008 and p

= 0.042 respectively, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Habitat category ranks higher than

two and first rank categories other than soil, water, and on organisms did not contain

enough regressions to perform statistical tests.

Effect of Wind Distance

On average, using wind distances in place of geographic distances lowered the

proportion of genetic distance variance explained (average decrease of 6.6% variance

for land-based regressions and average decrease of 6.0% for water-based regressions).

Four previously significant clades out of 79 improved variance explained by more

than 5% (Table 3.7). Six previously insignificant clades that were all from land-based

regressions improved variance explained by more than 5% and had significant multiple

regressions when wind distances were used (Table 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Principle component analysis of regression statistics
These two components explained 67.2% of the variance of seven statistics from the
significant regressions, while a third component cumulatively explained 87.2% of the
variance. Water-based regressions are in blue, and land-based regressions are in brown
in the top graph. For the bottom graph, regressions of Gram-positives are in light blue,
Proteobacteria are in pink, Bacteriodetes are in yellow, Cyanobacteria are in green,
and other bacteria genera are in black.
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Figure 3.8: Habitat categories and regression statistics distributions
This figure shows the distribution of statistics for land-based and water-based regres-
sions in regard to habitat categories. All comparisons sharing a habitat or regres-
sion category in this figure are significant (p < 0.05) except for geographic distance
contribution between soil categories of land-based and water-based regressions. Con-
tributions below zero indicate negative synergy between environmental and geographic
distances.

Category Group
Number of 
Sequences

Number 
of Sites

Adjusted 
p-Value

Variance 
Explained by 
Wind Alone

Variance 
Explained by 

Environment Alone

Variance 
Explained by Wind 

or Environment

Total 
Variance 
Explained

Improvement 
Using Wind 

Distance

Land Sites, Significant 
with Geographic Distance 
or Wind Distance

Water Sites, Significant 
with Geographic Distance 
or Wind Distance

Land Sites, Significant 
Only with Wind Distance

Chryseobacterium 7 5 0.05 0.67 --0.13 0.54 0.22

Deinococcus 8 6 0.01 0.68 0.13 0.81 0.39

Erysipelotrichaceae 50 4 0.00 0.05 ++0.48 0.53 0.16

Erythrobacter 19 6 0.02 0.24 0.03 ++0.11 0.38 0.07

Acetivibrio 7 6 0.00 0.05 0.58 0.15 0.79 0.06

Erysipelotrichaceae 11 9 0.03 0.10 0.19 ++0.04 0.33 0.10

Kitasatospora 16 11 0.03 0.11 0.18 ++0.20 0.31 0.11

Acidobacterium 15 5 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.18 0.11

Brevibacillus 17 14 0.03 0.21 0.01 0.05 0.27 0.21

Variovorax 16 13 0.03 0.26 0.26 0.22

Table 3.7: Regressions with increased explained variance with wind distance
These regressions increased the explained variance by at least 5% when wind distances
were used in place of geographic distances. Designations of ++ indicate positive syn-
ergistic effects between geographic distance and environmental distance, while desig-
nations of -- indicate negative synergistic effects.
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3.6 Discussion

Biogeography refers to any spatial pattern of genotypes. These patterns can

be caused by different environmental conditions, limited dispersal of populations,

or local adaptation of populations that reduces invasibility (Figure 3.1). Recent

debates in microbiology point to environmental factors as a driver of biogeography at

different spatial scales (Horner-Devine et al., 2004; Martiny et al., 2009a). However,

do dispersal limitations also have an impact on microbial biogeography?

Separating environmental selection and dispersal limitation relies on accurate

measures of genetic distance, geographic distance, and environmental distance. First,

microbial ecologists need to describe genotypic differences between populations. Us-

ing the 16S gene is not ideal to examine population differences because of its slow

evolution (Moran et al., 1993) and lack of variation between populations (Whitaker

et al., 2003; Whitaker, 2009). However, the 16S gene is the most widely reported

sequence for bacteria, and it is the only dataset that has enough sequences to un-

cover patterns on global scales throughout the bacteria domain. I required a large

number of sequences because of a lack of reporting the collection site for microbial

sequences; the idea that geographic locations are not significant for microbial stud-

ies is widespread, as shown by only 70.5% of sequences having available geographic

data. Lastly, we need a measure of how different two habitats are from the organisms’

perspectives. As we know little about which particular environmental factors are im-

portant to bacteria (Ward et al., 1990), finding a proper measure of environmental

similarity is difficult. My approach was to use globally available environmental fac-

tors, to separate water-based and land-based data, and to reduce these factors using

PCA.
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All three distances may be correlated with each other: environmental selec-

tion may cause correlations between environmental distance and genetic distance;

limited dispersal will result in correlations between geographic distance and genetic

distance; and physically closer environments are more similar than geographically dis-

tant environments. Meaningful regressions must include all factors because of these

correlations. Limited dispersal is a possibility only if geographic distance can explain

a significant proportion of genetic distance after accounting for any correlations with

environmental distance. After examining single and multiple regressions in clades

of 65 genera, I found significant correlations between these three distance measures

(Table 3.5 and Table 3.6).

There was a clear difference between water-based and land-based regressions

in the proportion of genetic variance explained by environmental or geographic dis-

tance (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5). With water-based regressions, the majority of genetic

variance was explained by both the geographic distance and the environmental dis-

tance (Figure 3.4). This indicated that both of these distance measures explained the

genetic data equally well but that both measures explained the same variance in the

genetic data. The high degree of correlation between geographic distances and envi-

ronmental distances for water sites (r = 0.084 for land sites; r = 0.539 for water sites)

was a reason for this pattern. Because of the close relationship between distance mea-

sures, neither geography or environmental distance could be ruled out as the driving

force of significant, water-based regressions. As there were few water variables used

for environmental distance (Table 3.3), there are probably more appropriate measure-

ments of water-related variables that affect aquatic bacteria populations. Research

has implicated that phosphorus (Martiny et al., 2009a), nitrogen (Ward, 2004), and

iron (Eldridge et al., 2007; Kataoka et al., 2009) concentrations have significant im-
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pact on which species and genotypes grow in environments. However, global datasets

of these factors are unavailable.

In comparison, land-based regressions showed two separate patterns in how

genetic variance was explained by environmental and geographic distances (Figure

3.5). First, a cluster of regressions had a large proportion of the variance explained by

environmental distance and not geography. Geography had little explanatory power;

these populations probably were not dispersal limited. The environmental factors

used to calculate environmental distance may or may not be the most important

factors in the ecology of these groups, but geography can be ruled out as a factor.

The other pattern had a high proportion of variance explained by geography with

some correlations having variance explained by both geography and environment.

This pattern specifically indicates that geography explained a significant part of the

genetic variance and that some groups of bacteria have strong geographic patterns

that environmental factors cannot explain. Such geographic patterns are consistent

with local dispersal influencing populations across a cosmopolitan distribution.

An obvious next step for this dataset was to ask why certain types of bacteria

have correlations between genetic data and either geographic or environmental dis-

tances. Unfortunately, the collected dataset could not answer this question. As I had

relied on nonrandom sequences collected from a variety of research projects, I could

not delineate between a lack of significant results caused by insufficient sampling and

by a lack of significant results due to specific traits of bacteria groups.

To investigate which factors determined if geography influenced genetic vari-

ance, I compared significant regressions with their phenotypic variables (Table 3.4)

and phylogenetic classifications (Figure 3.2). I found few statistical correlations with
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either of these data sets. The only two significant correlations, spore producing groups

with environmental distance slope and Proteobacteria with environmental distance

slope, were both near the threshold of statistical significance (p = 0.043 and p =

0.05 respectively) and were probably artifacts of multiple testing. This result dis-

agrees with the hypotheses suggesting that environmentally resistant bacteria (Mar-

tiny et al., 2006) or extremophiles (Papke et al., 2003; Whitaker et al., 2003) should

have a different dispersal pattern than other bacteria as well as the new hypothe-

sis that anaerobic bacteria may be more dispersal limited because of their oxygen

intolerance.

The proportion of genetic variance explained by geographic distance was signif-

icantly influenced by two properties. Land-based regressions had a larger geographic

component compared to water-based regressions, and sequences found on macroor-

ganisms had a larger proportion of geographic distance compared to soil sequences

(Figure 3.8). These comparisons suggest two effects. First, dispersal by organisms

may be slower or less efficient compared to dispersal mechanisms for soil microbes.

These geographic patterns may be caused by range limits of macroorganisms. Sec-

ondly, there was a greater geographic effect for land microbes, which indicates a po-

tentially slower dispersal mechanism than aquatic microbes. This may be caused by

the close correlation of water-based environmental distance and geographic distance

thereby lowering the geographic contribution. The same reasoning also may have

caused water-based regressions to have a higher shared geographic/environmental

distances contribution compared to land-site regressions (Figure 3.8).

Using geographic distances assumes dispersal is proportional to the great circle

distance between two points. Geography could be an incorrect distance measure if
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bacteria use wind or ocean currents for dispersal. Using estimations from a simula-

tion of wind patterns, I found that most regressions decreased or had less than five

percent increases in the variance explained (75 of 79 significant regressions). For the

remaining and newly significant regressions, only two genera—Brevibacillus and Var-

iovorax—had more than six sites and a lack of synergistic effects with environmental

distance (Table 3.7). A low number of sites created the possibility of a single distance

disproportionally increasing or decreasing via wind distance, which then resulted in

a higher correlation. Synergistic effects made calculating the amount of variance

specifically explained by wind distance difficult. However, the Brevibacillus and the

Variovorax regressions had a high proportion of variance directly accountable to wind

distance. This suggests that there are genera with biogeographies specifically related

to how their migrants disperse. However, as Brevibacillus and Variovorax have no

obviously similar phenotypes or life history traits, it is unclear what determines this

property.

My clade-by-clade approach to analysis had the potential of examining more

than one bacteria species in the same regression. Even if all included species had

biogeographic patterns, these patterns could be hidden when examined as one group.

Similarly, a clade composed of two distinct species living in different environmental

conditions would appear to have a strong biogeographic pattern that may disappear

if each species were examined separately. My analysis included six land-based and

four water-based significant regressions that have less than one percent average di-

vergence, which fit into the bacteria species concepts of 97% and 98% 16S similarity

(Table 3.5 and Table 3.6). Not all of these comparisons met the 99.5% 16S similarity

species concept. Therefore, ten biogeographic patterns are within a single species for

most bacteria species concepts. This increases the number of phylogenetically defined
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species that have evidence for biogeography on a global scale.

If researchers collected genetically similar samples within a small geographic

area, then genetic relatedness will correlate with geographic distance. I attempted

to limit the effects of this nonrandom sampling. I examined clades with a minimum

of seven sequences over a minimum of four sites. I collapsed clades consisting of se-

quences from a single site into a single sequence that represented the site. Each site

had a radius of 50 km in order to cluster samples collected in a small area. I also

jackknifed sites and removed correlations caused by single outlier sites. All linear cor-

relations were positive, with genetic distance increasing with environmental distance

and geographic distance separately. Despite these precautions, there was evidence of

some nonrandom bias in these data as shown by the strength of multiple regressions

decreasing as either the number of sites or the number of sequences increased for both

water sites and land sites (-0.61 ≤ r ≤ -0.54).

This research is among the first to examine within species biogeographic pat-

terns caused by either environmental factors or geographic distance. These results

are correlational relationships that cannot show causation. Therefore, additional ex-

perimental data are necessary to prove geographic distance can influence genotypic

diversity within global populations. There are two potential approaches to this hy-

pothesis. First, microbial ecologists can measure dispersal rates from a known source

into identical, artificial environments; environments closer to the source population

should have a higher frequency of genotypes identical to the source population com-

pared to farther environments. Such experiments can also investigate the role of how

easily populations are invaded by immigrants with a different genotype, which can

also influence genotype frequency changes. Secondly, metagenomic studies that ex-
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amine all community members in similar habitats worldwide (similar to Fierer and

Jackson, 2006) can use multiple loci to determine the genetic influence of neighboring

populations (similar to Whitaker et al., 2003). Site-specific environmental readings

would construct more-accurate environmental distances than the calculated environ-

mental distances used in this study. Such studies would rely on acquiring a large

amount of genome-level data from several sites. While the number of sequenced mi-

crobial communities is increasing (for example, Tyson et al., 2004; Tringe and Rubin,

2005; Tringe et al., 2005), the number of such communities would have to increase by

one to two orders of magnitude to attain enough sites for a biogeographic analysis.

My analysis has revealed several biogeographic patterns across the bacteria

domain with correlations specifically linked to geographic distance within bacteria

species. With the increase in genetic data in the three years since my dataset was

collected, we can investigate whether these relationships strengthen with additional

data, which would continue to implicate a role for local dispersal in genetic differences

between bacteria populations.
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